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Construdion
at MCCH
ready to
start soon

READY FOR OLD MAN WINTER

Coursey
continues
to recover,
improve

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Customers of MurrayCalloway County Hospital can
expect to see construction tape
going up around the expansion
construction site some time next
month, MCCH Director of Plant
By HOLLY WISE
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Chemical reaction may have started campus fire
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
A dangerous mix of chemical-soaked rags and cleaning
solvents was apparently responsible for an early morning fire at
Murray
State
University
Wednesday.
Murray Fire Chief Michael
Skinner said several items,
including rags, had been disposed of in a trash can in Room
1004 of the old Fine Arts
Building and smoldered.
"Basically it looks like they
might have had some of the

cleaning agents and chemicals
from some of their pnnters and
whatever they had stored in that
room catch on fire," Skinner
said. "It could have been that the
stuff they use to clean those
machines got on a rag and somebody may have taken the rag
and threw it, the way it looks, in
the trash can."
Skinner said it most likely
started from a chemical chain
reaction.
"It kind of got heated or
smoldered and kind of smoked
up the building there a little bit,"

he added. -The main thing is
there was no fire (when MFD
arrived) or anything like that so
all we had to do was ventilate
the building."
It was very probable that a
much more serious fire could
have taken place if the situation
had not been discovered early
by an employee of MSU's facilities management.
The fire alarm was sounded
at 5:52 a.m. Wednesday, according to a university news release.
Murray State University Police
responded to the call concerning

the smell of smoke. However
the trash can fire was extinguished by the facilities management staff menther who discovered it.
The trash can and several
floor tiles in the surrounding
area were damaged; however
the fire was out before MED
arrived.
Anyone having any information about the blaze or any other
incidents on-campus at MSU are
encouraged contact the Murray
State University Department of
Public Safety at 809-2222.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger it Times
OH, CHRISTMAS TREE.., OH, CHRISTMAS TREE: Members of the Kiwanis Club of Murray are gearing up for their annual
Christmas Tree project. The club will be selling Scotch Pine trees at their site on North 12th Street near Arby's Restaurant.
Proceeds from the project go toward funding Murray State University scholarships. The club has 120 trees this year, it was
reported Pictured above are Bill Call, left, club treasurer, and Jim Nance, the club's immediate past president. Approximate
hours will be: noon to 6 p.m weekdays. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m on Saturdays; and noon to 6 p.m. on Sundays.

about that but he ha', everything
he had before."
11w doctors haven't set a
date yet for his return home
-Ile's having to heal, and
that's the main thing right now:

according to DcShields. "It he
could come back tomorrow,
he'd be back. He is so wanting
to get back to work; it's driving
him crazy to be there because of
everything that he needs to he
doing.
"He waists e,,eryone to know

he's ready to get back as soon as
the doctors say he can."
DeShtelds extended her family's thanks for everything the
community has done to support
them. She also delivered a message from Coursey to the community.

"He says it's unbelievable.
He never knew so many people
cared about him," she said. -The
cards and prayers have been
wonderful. He wants to thank
everybody for their understanding for his absence at work and
he will be back shortly."
DeShields said he is receiving the Care Page messages and
that he is communicating every
day with his employees at the
courthouse.
"He's Ray," said DeShields.
"He's still Ray and he's doing
great."
To send Coursey a mesage,
www.carepages.com.
visit
Messages have also been posted
on the Ledger & limes message
board
www.murray
at
ledger.com .

FaceShadiness
Murray Police Department
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported Tuesday at 1.47 p.m.
at 1505 Sycamore St.
-A rock was thrown at a car's windshield at US Bank at 5:22 p.m.
-A traffic accident with iniunes was reported at 7 17 p.m at the
intersection of North Fourth Street and U.S. 641.
-A trailer was stolen Wednesday at 7:02 a.m. on Grayson Dave.
-A kitchen fire was reported at 906 Broad St. Apt. E-8 at 4:38
p.m.
-A theft was reported at 8:12 p.m.
-A vehicle fire was reported at Max Fuel today at 2:41
Murray State University Police
-A theft report for theft by unlawful taking under $300 was filed
Tuesday at 3:09 after a subject reported a stolen parking permit.
-The RD from Hart College reported what sounded like a gun
shot at 11:31 p.m. It was a result of dry ice being placed in a plastic drinking bottle. The Murray Fire Department and the state fire
Marshall were advised.
Calloway County Sheriffs Department
-A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Cherry Comer
Wednesday at 9:06 a.m. The accident involved two vehicles.
-A small electric fire from an outlet was reported on Welch Drive
at 10:49 p.m. Murray Fire Department was notified.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

approved a motion to pass a
consideration for the building
of a freestanding hospice facility. According to Bailey, the
facility will be a separate building on a separate campus but
will be an operating department
of the hospital.
The hospital board unanimously agreed to pursue this
venture as well proceeding forward in fundraising for the project, which Bailey said will
begin in 2008. The money will
be placed in a separate, independant fund and the project
will not move forward until all
the pledges for support are collected, he said,
Bailey said the cost of the
building, which includes property acquisition, building and
furnishing costs, is estimated to
be at $3 million. It is projected
to break even on its own, said
Bailey.
Specifics on the building are
forthcoming.
Bailey also said that the hospital is partnering with Murray
State University and the city of
Murray in the Get Healthy
Kentucky initiative. They will
contribute health screenings
and events related to health.
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Senior putting
up decorations
drives off robber
WESTBURY, N.Y. (AP) —
A 72-year-old man fought off a
would-be robber who brandished a gun, wrecked his
Christmas decorations, and
allegedly had been sent by his
nephew in search ofjewelry and
cash, police said.
"I don't know how I got the
power," said the victim,
Reinaldo Herrera.
Hen-era, 72. was working on
his outdoor Christmas light display Tuesday afternoon when
Santos Zelaya, 21, followed him
into his suburban home on Long
Island and confronted him with
what turned out' to be a pellet
gun, police said. Herrera
believed it was a real firearm.
Demanding cash and jewelry. Zelaya tore down Herrera's
living room Christmas tree and
Nativity scene, Detective Lt.
Raymond Cote said.
"Jesus, Mary and the wise
men all fell to the ground," Cote
said.
Hen-era was pushed to the
ground, but he managed to fight
back.
"I punched him many, many
times, (and) he punched me,"
the 5-foot-6-inch-tall supermarket worker said."He got afraid."
Zelaya ran off, police said,
but authorities soon noticed him
because he was without a jacket,
which he had lost in the fray.
They later also apprehended
Herrera's nephew Jorge Duque,
47, who drove with Zelaya to
Henera's home and waited in a
car during the robbery attempt,
police said. Duque thought his
uncle would be a good target
because he kept cash and jewelry in the house, Cote said.
Zelaya and Duque were
arrested on robbery and burglary charges.
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Police: E. Ky. woman held
against her will, beaten
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HAZARD, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky
woman is recovering at a hospital after enduring
four months of imprisonment by two Appalachian
couples who kept her in a utility closet and beat
her with belts and extension cords, police said
Wednesday.
Donna Hicks,42, was held against her will and
abused by Charlotte Crawford and Billy R.
Williams at the couple's home in the Dwarf corn'munity. about 15 miles north of Hazard, said
Kentucky State Police Detective Dean Craft.
Crawford's son, Billy R. Crawford, and daughter.in-law, Penny Ford, who live less than a mile
away, also took part in beating and whipping
Hicks, Craft said.
The home where the alleged abuse took place
was surrounded by nearly a dozen others along a
mountain highway on the outskirts of Hazard.
'The four suspects, each held at the Hazard jail
on a $100,000 cash bond, have denied the allegations. Each has been charged with felony criminal
abuse and unlawful imprisonment.
'The suspects were appointed public defenders,
who were in court and unavailable for comment
on Wednesday. ,
Hicks had lived with the elder couple for about
a year, but police say the abuse and imprisonment
started in July 2007. Craft said Hicks was kicked
and punched, and whipped with belts and extension cords.

Two children among four
victims killed in home fire
IRVINE, Ky. (AP) — Investigators sifted
through debris Wednesday searching for the cause
of a mobile home fire that killed four people a day
earlier. Authorities said the victims died of smoke
inhalation.
The names of the people killed in the fire
Tuesday had not been released.
"We have an idea who they are," Kentucky
State Police Trooper Chris Lanham said. "We just
want to be absolutely 100 percent positive."
A man identifying himself as a relative of the
victims said the fire killed a couple and their two
young children.
, The bodies were found in the ruins of the Estill
County home about six miles west of Irvine.
Lanham said. The site is about 45 miles southeast
of Lexington.
"It doesn't appear to be anything suspicious,"
he said. "More than likely it's going to be some
type of heat source — electrical or a space or
kerosene heater."

Ex-chamber of commerce
executive indicted
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A former executive director of the Franklin-Simpson Chamber of

Commerce was indicted on felony charges
Wednesday, according to the state attorney general's office.
Karen England Eaton, 42, of Franklin, is
charged with two counts of theft by unlawful taking or disposition over $300. A call to Eaton's
attorney was not returned.
Eaton allegedly stole grant money from the
state Department of Agnculture that the chamber
was supposed to distribute, according to a statement from the attorney general's office.
She was executive director of the organization
from September 2000 through January 2007.
Eaton faces up to 10 years in pnson and a
$10,000 fine if convicted.

Catholic principal denies
charges of soliciting
prostitution
BARDSTOWN, Ky.(AP) — The principal of
a Bardstown Catholic high school has pleaded not
guilty through his attorney to a charge of loitering
with the purpose of prostitution.
Paul Schum of Louisville was represented in
court by his attorney, David Lambeous. The 50year-old Schum is principal of Bethlehem High
School.
According to police records, Schum was cited
by Louisville police on Oct. 30, after they spotted
him dressed like a woman in an alley.
Sebum is not in jail and has not been required
to post a bond.
On Oct. 31, the Archdiocese of Louisville
issued a statement saying that Schum requested
personal leave from the school pending the outcome of the investigation.

Interim education commissioner%
to recognize Farmington school *2
FARMINGTON, Ky. —
Kentucky's
interim
Commissioner of Education
Kevin Noland will visit
Farmington Elementary tonight
(Thursday) to recognize the
southeastern Graves County
school's status as a 2007 No
Child Left Behind-Blue Ribbon
School.
The U.S. Department of
Education honored Farmington
and its principal, Denise
Whitaker, a Murray resident, in
special ceremonies Nov. 12-13.
Whitaker was awarded the
Terrel H. Bell Award for School
Leadership and made a presentation to educators and government officials on Farmington's
community involvement.
"These awards inspire feelings of both pride and humility,"
said Whitaker. "Both awards
really
honor our entire
Farmington school and community. I am extremely proud of
our students, parents, volunteers, alumni, and entire community. At the same time, I am
sincerely humbled as an individual to be associated with this
awesome team.
"We refer to our fellow members of our school and community as 'friends' and that's truly
what they are. This sense of
community is a major reason for

our students success."I cannot think of any award
for an individual school or educator in all of western Kentucky
that ever has surpassed these
extremely prestigious honors,"
said
Graves
County
Superintendent Brady Link.
"Mrs. Whitaker is right in saying that the entire school and
community of Farmington can
take pride in this tremendous
achievement.
"However, Mrs. Whitaker is
far too humble in comments
about her own contribution. She
is an amazing educator, leader,
and human being in the best
sense of each of those roles. She
touches lives and leads a great
faculty and staff that also make
a significant difference in the
lives of young people."
According to the federal
agency, the Bell award "recognizes today's outstanding school
leaders and the vital role school
leaders play in overcoming diftic ult circumstances."
At the same two-day conference, Whitaker and Farrnington
teacher Donna Galloway made a
presentation to fellow educators
and government officials on a
major reason for their school's
progress. It was entitled
"Building Strong Relationships

Inmate captured after
fleeing custody during
visit to W. Ky. dentist
GREENVILLE, Ky.(AP) — An inmate who
escaped during a visit to a western Kentucky dentist is back in custody.
Kentucky State Police say 42-year-old James
Savage of Louisville was at a dentist's office in
Greenville just before 9:30 a.m. CST Tuesday
when he went out a back window and fled on foot.
Savage was in the Muhlenberg County
Detention Center awaiting disposition of charges
including first-degree robbery, first-degree wanton endangerment, second-degree unlawful
imprisonment and violating parole. Police way he
was also wanted for second-degree escape.
The Messenger-Inquirer of Owensboro says
Greenville police report that an officer saw someone walking through town acting suspiciously and
approached him. Police say Officer Tommy
Fauntleroy determined it was Savage, who was
wearing bib overalls and had a hat pulled down
low.

with Families and Increasing.
Parent Involvement to Improve'
Achievemen0
Student
Whitaker previously has pre.-:,
sented at state and regional conferences on community involve.,
ment at Farmington. particularly.
on the subject of teachers' visits
to students' homes to strengthen'
the home/school bonds.
.
U.S. Secretary of Education
Margaret Spellings in early.
October announced Farmington
is one of only 287 Blue Ribbon
Schools nationwide. That designation distinguishes and honors
schools for helping students
achieve at very high levels and
for making significant progress:
in closing the achievement gap.;
Noland, the state's ineriq.
education commissioner, wi
recognize the achievements at 4
special event at Farmingtoq
Elementary at 6 p.m.
"We want to share this cele;
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elated that the commissionerl
office has agreed to hold thi
event in the evening. TIM
allows more people to partici.%
pate."
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community
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a central issue in Fletcher's re-election campaign,
which ended in defeat last month to Democrat
Steve Beshear.
Fletcher, who became Kentucky's first
Republican governor in more than 30 years when
he was elected in 2003, leaves office next month.
On Aug. 29, 2005, in front of a Capitol
Rotunda packed with dozens of cheering Fletcher
supporters, the governor granted a blanket pardon
to everyone other than him who had been or could
be charged in the investigation. In remarks broadcast across the state, Fletcher likened many of the
charges in the indictments to minor fishing violations.
Fletcher was later indicted on misdemeanor
charges in the case, which were subsequently
dropped in a deal with prosecutors.
Eventually, Fletcher said, he hopes the public
looks back on the pardon as having been the right
thing to do.
Fletcher has maintained that the investigation
was politically motivated by Stumbo's aspirations

to seek higher office. Stumbo. who has repeatecliji
stood by the investigation, ran and lost as a lieui
tenant governor candidate in the spring
Democratic gubernatorial primary.
Still, Fletcher said the pardons were warranted
because Stumbo's approach during the investig*
lion that rocked his administration was unprece:dented in its approach by prosecuting the case 41
criminal court. Fletcher has said the allegatiortk
first should have been reviewed by the Kentuckz
Personnel Board, not the court system.
"It was absolutely the right thing to doi;
Fletcher said of the pardon. "I deliberated tha;
quite a while, and we had an evolution of a number of folks that recommended that over a period
of time. Even the lieutenant governor recommenet
ed that at one time."
Me .nwhile, Fletcher said he's considering
additional pardons. Fletcher said he has peoplE
reviewing the pardon requests that have flooded
his office, and he's planning on making announce.:
ments before he leaves office on Dec. II.
"It's an important role of the governor,"
Fletcher said.

LOSE WEIGHT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322
I 103122 LBS. IN SIX WIEKSI'
My daughter and I both attended VVe were both a little
skeptical but we decided to try it I felt different from that
day on I'm not sure how to explain it except when I look at
something I used to eat and I know As not good for the its
like my mouth says "1
,
10* I was hynotrzed on February 12
2007 and I have lost about 22 lbs In 6 weeks and close to
40 lbs total Star Walker Sweet Home OR

• I lost 28 pounds and went from a size 38 to a
size 32 I have more energy I also stop craving
soda I used to drink 4 bottles of diet coke a
day It worked great I recommended it to all my
buddies Mike-New Jersey

Fresh Whole

BBQ Chick
ONLY
I lost 23 lbs I did riot
deprNe myself of things that
I wanted to eat but ate less
J Jones Lewisburg WV

I lost 20Ibs in 3 months and
found
myself
making
healthier choices about
foods even while traveling
V Potter Morehead Cry NC

lost 351b6 in 3 months
with the program I also
stop smoking with Mark
K Warner Lawton PA

My wife is always yoking
about getting a new man
now she has one'
S Herring Olympia WA

That's Right No matter how many diets you've tried or your past experiences trying to lose
weight THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO HELP YOU LOSE WEIGHT without hunger
without starvation dieting or your money back

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

How Does It Work? My program combines hypnosis programming guided visual imagery
and other powerful technologies designed to ELIMINATE UNWANTED CRAVINGS, break
compulsive eating habits and reduce your cravings for sweets
With our method of clinical hypnosis you are aware IN CONTROL You move think hear and
concentrate without the slightest effort You'll leave feeling refreshed, feeling good
Wit It Work For Me? This program is designed so you can lose 15Ibs, 30Ibs, 50Ibs or more
quickly and safely It is designed to SEE RESULTS VVITHIN DAYS Even if you have tried
every diet that existed and failed That's okay My guarantee still stands Join us and start
losing weight today'

Murray Thurs. Dec. 6th

oked Turkey
Breast
lb.Avg. treap.

VVeak's Community Center
607 Popular Street
Evening Session Only: 7PM-9:30PM
Registration begins 1 hour prior to seminar
CASH CHECK VISA/MC AMEX

ONLY $49.99
markpatrIckinedla.com

Mark Gelato Certified Hypnotist
Longtime Member of The National
Guild Of Hypnotists

AMERICA'S #1 HYPNOSIS PROGRAMS!
'Seminar Guarantee: Attend this program By the end of the program you must be completely
satisfied If not I will give you a full refund at seminar's end - no waiting Or, you may have a full
refund up to 90 days after the seminar Plus if you ever want reinforcement, you may attend any
similar seminar FOR FREE-FOR LIFE.

OVER 200,000 HAVE ATTENDED OUR PROGRAM.
TRY IT BECAUSE IT WORKS!
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IN OTHER WORDS

Setting a tone
in Frankfort
It is easy to be skeptical about Gov.-elect Steve
Beshear's pledge that he won't be asking applicants for nonmerit jobs in his administration to
disclose their political affiliations.
After all, it is not required nor is it even
expected that the governor put people into nonmerit jobs other than members of his or her
party, although it is admirable when it happens.
Beshear's other promise not to meddle in the
merit system — which keeps politics out of the
great majority of state jobs — was entirely
expected and needed because of the hiring scandal that rocked the Ernie Fletcher administration
Nonmerit jobs do not fall under the merit system, and they include cabinet and deputy secretaries, commissioners, directors, public-affairs officers, attorneys and others who serve at the governor's discretion. There are about 4,200 of them
But if Beshear is serious about appointing only
the most qualified people to nonmerit jobs,
whether they are Democrats like him, Republicans
or independent, then it is a refreshing departure
from past administrations, including Fletcher's.
The charges against Fletcher had nothing to do
with his appointments to nonmerit positions. He
and others in his administration were indicted on
charges that protected merit system jobs were
given to political supporters, whether they were
the most qualified or not.
Fletcher said he wanted to clean up the mess
in Frankfort. His failure was that he didn't set
the tone for that to happen. It can only be hoped
that Beshear's pledge to adopt a more nonpartisan approach to filling nonmerit jobs — even
when he doesn't have to — amounts to setting a
tone that will resonate through his administration.
It is also a recognition that Kentucky needs to
hire the best people to tackle a long list of problems. There are talented people of every political
stripe who have Kentucky's best interests at
heart. Beshear needs to find them. In fact, there
is no doubt that among all those Fletcher
appointees still working in nonmerit jobs today,
hundreds have gained valuable experience and
are doing fine work. If Beshear is serious about
opening the door to nonmerit jobs to all corners,
we would expect many of those people will still
be working in their jobs a year from now.
In making such a pledge, Beshear has raised
the bar for himself and his administration. If, a
few months from now, we learn that only a
handful of Republicans and independents were
hired for nonmerit jobs, then it will have become
an empty gesture and evidence that it's business
as usual in Frankfort. We hope that won't be the
CAW.

Time will tell, and a lot of people will be
watching.
— Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
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You.don't have to stop buying cheap toys for Christmas. Before
you whip out your charge card,use this...

CAN THIS TOY...
YRS NO
DO POISON YOUR CHILD?
[JO CHOKE YOUR CHILD?
CI BREAK YOUR CHILD'S EARDRUMS?
EJ 0 BREAK YOUR CHILD'S BONES?

LD 0BURN YOUR CHILD?
O0PUT OUT YOUR CHILD'S LYE?
caglecartoons corn

courant comrtiobon .1eiditAir./14:70;
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SEE HOW THEY RUN
Presidential candidates, parties split
on how to prevent a nuclear Iran
POLITIC'S TODAY
By BETH FOUHY
ing issue," Beers said. "On
the Democratic side, there is
far less saber rattling. They
are trying to distinguish
themselves from Bush and
promote a dialogue and find
common ground with Iran.
which there may not he."
There is little doubt that
relations between Iran and
the U.S. have reached a
toxic and potentially dangerous level — a situation the
next president is likely to
inherit in some fashion.
Iran has refused to back
down on its nuclear aspirations. saying it seeks electricity, not weapons. According to the U.S. government.
it also has sponsored terrorism throughout the Middle
East and continues to support
Shiite militias in Iraq that
have been involved in attacking American soldiers.
The Bush administration
last week slapped tough new
sanctions on Iran, and the
president recently warned
that a nuclear Iran could
lead to World Wit/ III.
'That kind of rhetoric has
been echoed and amplified in
the GOP presidential contest.
Former New York Mayor
Giuliani. former Tennessee
Sen. Thompson and former
Massachusetts Gov. Romney
have spoken of a willingness
to take pre-emptive military
action against Iran if necessary. Giuliani has been especially vocal, promising a

strike if Iran develops a
weapon during his presidency.
Romney last month proposed indicting Iran's president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
on a charge of inciting genocide.
John McCain. the Arizona
senator and Vietnam War
hero, has been somewhat
less bellicose. But he told
The Associated Press that
"there's only one thing worse
than military action against
Iran and that is a nucleararmed Iran."
Clinton's vote in favor of
a Senate measure designating
Iran's Revolutionary Guard a
terrorist group has made her
a target of stinging criticism
from several Democratic
rivals. That vote is expected
to be a major point of contention Tuesday when the
candidates meet in a twohour debate in Philadelphia.
Fellow Sen. Barack
Obama of Illinois and former
Sen. John Edwards of North
Carolina say Bush could
interpret the measure as congressional approval for a
military attack. Clinton has
vigorously denied that would
be the result and says she
was voting for stepped-up
diplomacy and economic
sanctions.
For her pan, Clinton contends that comments by
Mama on personal diplomacy with countries like Iran

OUR READERS WRITE
EDI1OR'S NOTE: Dos lertfr
was sent as an open letter to
Calloway County residents:
On Election Day I had the
opportunity to be in the County
Clerk's office to offer any assistance if needed to the staff of
Ray Coursey. Jr., as the result of
his absence due to his terrible
J11114 :JCL- Went the previous weekend I arrived to assist but soon
learned that I had absolutely
nothing to worry about.
I did, however, observe something very special about his staff
and your community
As time past during the day
the telephone rang constantly, not
seeking information about the
election, but instead all of you
were asking about Ray and
offering help if needed I also
saw tons of food provided by
Its- staff's colleagues in the
..ounhouse and baskets of treats
and relish tray s from many wellwishers wanting to ease the

obvious burden Ray's staff was
under.
Because of Ray's leadership.
training and the love each of
them has for Ray. everything
went very smoothly all day long.
It was an emotional day, but at
the end of the day when the
polls closed (the most stressful
time of the election), the entire
staff worked as one well-oiled
machine collecting the vote totals
in record time and fulfilling the
obligations of the county clerk's
office.
How fortunate you are to
have such a wonderful and caring group of people working for
you. We all wish and pray for
Ray's speedy recovery, but please
know in his absence, you continue to he in excellent hands.
What a wonderful and caring
community you live in!
Ed *Butch' Pass
Harp Enterprises
Lexington. Ky.
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Made In China
Checklist

NEW YORK (API — The
top presidential contenders
are offering markedly different ideas on how they would
keep Iran from getting
nuclear weapons, suddenly a
central issue in the 2(X)S
campaign.
Republicans Rudy Giuliani.
Fred Thompson and Mitt
Rotnney have taken a hard
line. speaking openly about a
possible military strike in
Iran, even as they say they
support diplomatic measures
to persuade the country to
abandon its nuclear ambitions.
Democrats say they favor
multinational diplomacy, combined with economic incentives as well as sanctions.
'They've repeatedly criticized
President Bush for refusing
to negotiate with Iran. and
say they would consider military action only after
exhausting other options.
Among themselves.
they've turned the question
into 4 proxy battle between
front-runner Hillary Rodhapi
Clinton and her rivals over
issues of foreign policy
experience, judgment and
leadership.
Rand Beers, who has
worked as a national security
adviser to both Republican
and Democratic presidents,
sees a subtext to all the
rhetoric.
"For Republicans. Iran
represents a much more
comfortable foreign policy
subject to talk about than
Iraq. It's a hard-nosed, hawkish credentialing and brand-
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FORUM
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Murray

are evidence that the Illinois
senator is too inexperienced
to lead in a dangerous
world.
In a July debate, Obama
was asked if he would be
willing to meet, without precondition, the leaders of Iran
and other unfriendly nations
during the first year of his
presidency. He replied, "I
would."
Clinton said that showed
Obama was "irresponsible"
and "naive" on foreign policy matters. The former first
lady, now a New York senator, has called for more
direct diplomacy with Iran
and countries such as North
Korea, but has also said she
would not commit to leaderto-leader meetings.
Paul Pillar, a professor of
security studies at Georgetown University. said candidates on both sides could do
a better job speaking responsibly about the complex
problem of Iran.
"The campaign rhetoric
hasn't been particularly illuminating on this issue," Pillar said. "On the Democratic
side, there has been too
much silliness on the issue
of engagement, and a candidate's particular choice of
words for conditions for talking. The rhetoric on the
Republican side ignores a
bunch of important questions
— the Iranian response, our
standing in the region and
around the world, and poisoning relations with Iran for
generations to come."

4t) LErrERs POLICY
V Letters may be seat to P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
KY 42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-malled
to editerevilerrayiedger.com.
V Letters stalled or faxed must be signed and
have address sod phone nember for verincatiosi
purposes. Euselled letters must have address avid
phone mareer.
a. No letters will be Ousted ateowymousiy.
4/ Letters shad/ not exceed 300 words and mast
be typed-or legate.
V The Murray Ledger & Thom reserves the right
to edit or reject any letter en the basis of length,
style, qualm grammar, NW,good taste and frequent costribubers to the Fume page.
V Letters of a "Illawk yea" satire that she& out
sponsors, businesses or individuals by .as,
except those directed towani the coilemmully as a
whole, WI out he accepted.
V Litton only represent the viewpoint and *aloes of the writer arid out necessarily of the
Ledger & noses staff.
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GOP

candidates clash over immigration
"
Thftlia
ere were
rie
noS
obituaries to publish tor Thursday, Nov 29,2007
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP)-Republican presidential
nvals Rudy Giuliani and Mitt
Romney scornfully debated
immigration Wednesday in a
provocative, no-holds-barred
CNN/YouTube debate just over
a month before the first votes
are cast.
WASHINGTON (API -- doubt until the last minute, was
Giuliani, the front-runner in
President Bush told the leaders salvaged. And Abbas and
national polls, accused Romney
of Israel and the Palestinian ter- Othiert reiterated their desire to
of employing illegal immigrants
ritories on Wednesday he is per- reach a peace settlement by the
at his home and running a "sancsonally committed to their mis- end of next year.
tuary mansion." The testy personal exchange came after
sion of peace, urging them to
State Department spokesman:
Romney said Giuliani had
stick with it and not lose sight of Sean
McCormack
on
retained New York's status as a
their goal.
Wednesday confirmed that.
sanctuary city while he was
Bush met separately with Russia has offered to host a folmayor.
Palestinian President Mahmoud low-up conference, but he said
Romney said it would "not
Abbas and Israeli Prime no agreement had been reached.be American" to check the
Minister Ehud Olmert at the He called the Russian offer gen-;
papers of workers employed by
White House, and then with the erous and said the United States:
a contractor simply because
two men jointly before the trio would discuss how to follow up
they have a "funny accent." He
emerged for a presidential send- on the Annapolis conference in
had landscapers at his Belmont,
off from the Rose Garden. The coming weeks.
Mass., home who turned out to
stagecraft capped three days of
Abbas.
speaking
with
be in the country illegally.
U.S.-sponsored diplomacy cen- reporters after the White House,
Giuliani shot back, calling
tered on an international send-off, said Bush seemed
Romney's attitude "holier than
AP
Mideast peace conference held determined to reach a peace
thou."
Republican presidential hopefuls, former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney, left, and former
Tuesday in Annapolis, Md.
treaty during his term. "We
"Mitt usually criticizes peoNew York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani, speak simultaneously while discussing immigration dur"No matter how important found him zealous in that direcple when he usually has the far
ing
the
CNN/You
Tube
debate
in St. Petersburg, Fla. Wednesday.
worse record," Giuliani said.
yesterday was, it's not nearly as tion," he said.
The audience, however,
important as tomorrow and the
Abbas also said that while
He took Giuliani to task for in the presidential contest
"I had nothing to do with the
booed Giuliani as he tried to
attacking Romney's employ- begins. Giuliani leads in nation- handling of their records," he days beyond," Bush said, with the agreement to resume talks '
persist in his criticism of
ment of illegal immigrants.
al polls but trails Romney in said of how his security detail Olmert on one side and Abbas was only the beginning of the .
Romney.
process, . the
Palestinians ,
"I think we've all had people early-voting Iowa and New reported the expenses. "And on the other.
The confrontation came at who
"I wouldn't be standing here "achieved what we came here
we've hired who in retro- Hampshire. Romney faces chal- they were handled, as far as I
the start of an innovative
if I didn't believe that peace was for. We came here to start negospect was a bad decision," he lenges from Huckabee in Iowa know, perfectly appropriately."
CNN/YouTube debate that
said, alluding to Bernard Kerik, and from Giuliani and McCain
tiations and we got that."
McCain, who has shown no possible," the president said.
forced the candidates to conGiuliani's disgraced former in New Hampshire.
The Bush administration prolove for Romney during the
Abbas was asked whether he'
front immigration immediately,
police commissioner who is
Thompson, in what amount- campaign, seized on Romney's nounced itself pleased with the found Israel to be a serious
signaling the volatility of the
under federal indictment on ed to one of the first video response to a question about the outcome of the conference. It peace partner. He laughed and
issue among Republican voters.
multiple charges.
attacks of the campaign, ques- legality of waterboarding as an drew 44 nations, including said: "I am not going to judge.
The eight Republican candiSen. John McCain,for whom tioned the conservative creden- interrogation
technique. Israel's neighboring Arab states their intentions. We say that we .
dates encountered a range of
the immigration issue has tials of two of his rivals in a Romney said that as a candidate
whose support is considered have a partner and we are ready
questions, including abortion,
proved particularly vexing, YouTube clip. The video chal- he would not publicly discuss
vital to any peace agreement. A to work with this partner to
gun control from a gun wielding
defended his support for an lenged Romney on abortion and what techniques he would rule
joint understanding between the reach this treaty."
NRA member, and farm subsiunsuccessful overhaul of immi- Huckabee on taxes.
out.
dies from a man eating an ear of
Israelis and Palestinians, in
gration laws that included a
"I wanted to give my buddies
That prompted McCain, a
corn.
temporary worker program and here a little extra air time," former Vietnam POW, to assert
They were even asked if they a path
to citizenship.
Thompson said to laughter as he that waterboarding is indeed torbelieved every word in the Bible
"We must recognize these are defended the video.
ture and should not be tolerated.
by a man holding the holy book,
God's children as well,"
For Thompson, Romney and
"Governor, let me tell you, if
and a question on the powers of
McCain said. "They need our Huckabee are his biggest obsta- we're going to gain the high
the vice president from a gunlove and compassion, and I want cles toward establishing himself ground in this world ... we're
toting cartoon-version of Dick
to ensure that I will enforce the as the candidate of conserva- not going to torture people,"
Cheney.
borders first. But we won't dem- tives. "I was wrong, I was effec- McCain said."How in the world
No one was exempt in the agogue
it."
tively
pro-choice,"
said someone could think that that
free-for-all as the candidates
Mike Huckabee, who has Romney, who has said he kind of thing could be inflicted
squabbled over interrogation
also come under GOP criticism changed his stance in 2004 dur- on people who are in our custechniques, the Iraq war, crime
for some of his immigration ing debates on stem cell tody is absolutely beyond me."
and who wields the most con- policies while
governor of research. "On abortion, I was
McCain also engaged Ron
servative record. The candidates Arkansas, defended
benefits he wrong."
Paul, a Texas congressman
tried to position themselves to supported for children of illegal
"If people are looking for whose libertarian views and
the right of each other, knowing immigrants, including
allowing somebody in this country who opposition to the war have
full well that conservatives hold
children to be eligible to apply has never made a mistake ... attracted thousands of donors,
sway in selecting the GOP nomfor college scholarships.
then they ought to find some- millions of dollars and a devotinee.
"Are we going to say kids body else," he said.
ed online following.
At the outset, immigration
who are here illegally are going
As the front-runner. Giuliani
McCain said Paul is promotdominated the questions submitto get a special deal?" Romney faced questions about gun con- ing isolationism in calling for
ted online and swept in the
asked.
trol, abortion and whether New the United States to disengage
remainder of the Republican
Huckabee objected, saying York taxpayers foot the bill for from the war. Paul objected,
field. Fred Thompson took the
the benefit was based on merit. security he received while the saying McCain had misunder•;
opportunity to distinguish him"We are a better country than to married mayor visited his then- stood his support for noninterself from both Romney and
punish children for what their girlfriend, Judith Nathan, now vention with isolationism.
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, center, holds President _
Giuliani, arguing that Romney
parents did," he said.
his wife.
"I want to trade with people, Bush, left, as they walk with Palestinian President Mahmoud::
had supported President Bush's
The most fierce exchanges
Giuliani said he had 24-hour talk with people, travel," Paul Abbas, right, to the Oval Office
at the White House
plan to provide a path to citizenwere among the candidates with protection as mayor because of replied. "But I don't want to
Wednesday after the president made a statement in the Rose
ship for some immigrants in the
the most at stake with only five threats against him and said all send troops overseas using force
United States illegally now.
Garden on their earlier meetings.
weeks left before the first voting costs incurred were proper.
to tell them how to live."

Bush encourages Israeliand Palestinian leaders
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China says relations
with U.S. 'disturbed'
BEIJING (AP) - China's sionally with previous Hong
last-minute cancellation of a Kong port calls.
U.S. Navy visit to Hong Kong
Liu said "erroneous" actions
was not the result of a misunder- on the part of the U.S. had "disstanding, the Chinese Foreign turbed and harmed" relations.
Ministry said this morning, He pointed to the U.S.
adding that ties had been "dis- Congress' awarding its highest
turbed
harmed" by civilian honor to the Dalai Lama
and
Congress' honoring of the Dalai last month. Though the Tibetan
Lama and U.S. arms sales to spiritual leader is lauded in
Taiwan.
much of the world as a figure of
Spokesman Liu Jianchao moral authority, Beijing demodenounced an earlier report nizes the monk and claims he
from Washington that said seeks to destroy China's soverChinese Foreign Minister Yang eignty by pushing for independJiechi told President Bush the ence for Tibet.
incident was a misunderstandAlso hurting relations were
ing.
arms sales to Taiwan, an island
But Liu offered no concrete which China regards as a reneexplanation as to why China gade province, he said.
barred the aircraft carrier USS
The Global Times, a tabloid
Kitty Hawk and its escort ves- published by the official party
sels from entering Hong Kong mouthpiece People's Daily,
harbor
planned cited an unidentified People's
for
a
Thanksgiving visit.
Liberation Army senior colonel,
"The report is not in line with as blaming Washington's decithe facts," Liu said at a regular sion to sell Taiwan an anti-misnews briefing.
sile defense system. That "obviHe refused to elaborate, but ously sent the wrong signals" to
his negative characterization of Taiwan's leader, Chen ShuiU.S.-China relations appeared to bian, who China abhors for his
indicate that Beijing had can- campaign to assert the self-rulceled the visit deliberately in ing island's independent identiorder to register its displeasure ty, the paper quoted the colonel
over U.S. actions, as it has occa- as saying.
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& Gifts

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. _.13228.3 -61.1
Air Products ..
97.22 + 0.44
AT&T,Inc
-37.87 + 0.37
BB&T
15 12 - 0.90
Briggs & Stratton...-._......22.11 • 0.33
Bristol Myers Squibb ......29.05 - 0.08
Caterpillar
71.01 - 0.18
Chevron Texaco Corp 86.57 + 030
Daimler Chrysler
100.28 • 1.49
Dean Foods ....... ....,, 25.02 - 0.28
Exxon-Mobil ..._.-.
88.43 + 0,51
Ford Motor
7.28 • 0.08
General Electric
• 0.63
General Motors-_-.-28.64 +0.25
GlaxaSmithltline ADR--52.05 + 0.57
Goodrich
7158- 1.07
Goodyear ..
27.47 - 0.57
HopFed Bank --.....14.26 B 14.49 A
IBM
106.60 - 0.77
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&
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• Cut Fraser Fir
• Fresh Wreaths & Roping
• Silk Wreaths
• Holiday Garden Decor
• Fountains
• Wood Wick Candles
• Garden Furniture
• Gift Cards

Intel......._.26.l3 -0.06
l(roger
28.l7- 0.37
Mattel
20.06 + 0.01
McDonalds _
37.76 - 0.21
.39.S8 - 0.0$
Merck
- 0.11
-0,32
,I.0 Penney .......
Prink°, Inc
76.43• 0.73
Li - 009
Pfizer Inc
Regions Financial
......25.09 - 0.80
Schering-Plough
10.45 + 0.09
Sears Holding Corp 100.L5 • 15.49
Time Warner ,,,.....,,.., ,_,.17.03 • 0.19
US Bancorp
-3122 -037
UST
56.47 • 0.11
WellPoint Inc
3335 • 0.43
Wal-Mart
46.95 •

0.28

HILLIARD LYONS

'Kentucky Certified Nursers
Professionals"

Financial Consultants 11.-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42011
270.7533366 I 800444.1854
liaa-s: 8:00 a.m. S:00 p.m. IS F

Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
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Alcoholics
Anonymous
lists area
meetings
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615
South 12th Si in the South side Shopping Center behind
Regions Branch Bank
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday.4 p.m., closed.
:
Ito smoking. '2 & 12 Study
Monday, 6 p.m. closed, no
smoking. 8 p.m. open: Tuesday. K p.m. closed, no smokmg: Wednesday. 11 a.m. closed.
no smoking, 6 p.m.. closed.
tidies meeting. 8 p.m.. smoking. Thursday. It p.m. open.
smoking; Friday. K p.m open,
smoking: Friday, 8 p.m. open.
smoking, new comers; Saturday, 8 p.m. open, smoking,
speaker meeting.
For information call Mitch
at 753-9320, Jeannie at 7536197 or Chuck at 436-2552.
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InOtOrndent Contractors
Dependents and Students

293-0351
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•DRESS DESIGNS
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During this week. Jim Carter
has been interviewing different persons for Roundabout
Murray.
He has interviewed cast
members from the Murray State
production. "Tooth and Nail."
Volunteer Ashley Evans will
share information about the
Murray Main Street Youth Center and Dr. Fred Miller, a Murray State professor, will talk
about his recently published
work.
"A Tooth and Nail" is an
ensemble creation of the racially integrated Avenue Theatre
Company trom South Africa.
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Murray High School has Copeland, Jamie L. Courtney,
released the honor roll for the Sara E. Darnell, Peiton J.
first nine weeks of the first Demuth, Autumn R. Denton,
semester of school as follows: Brock C. Downey, Morgan E.
NINTH GRADE
Graham, Anestlia N. Gray, TimAll As
othy R. Greer, Meghan C.
Steven T. Arnold. Lindsey Henry, Shelby A. Johnson,
C. Capps, Anna E. Dawson, ICristina Colleen Kiefer, JefMolly R. Griffin, Sang Wook frey Jon Koren, Selina V.
tia, Ian L. Holmes, Daniel Lajeret, Michael G. Mangold,
Hughes, Drew D. Kelleher, Jor- Carly J. Mathis, Alexandra N.
dan M. Smith, Nicholas Antho- Nance, Michael B. On, Seth
ny Vilardo, David C. Vinson. M. Parker-Bell, Tanner R. RichAmanda B. Winchester and erson, Eun Gyeong Shin, Koki
Sarah N. Wooten.
Shirota, Melissa A. Shoulberg,
All As and Bs
Corey J. Slaughter, Jacob R.
Tayler Da Vail Alvey, Lauren M. Bierbaum, Alexandra
M. Bloodworth, Landon T.
Boggess, Robert Cignoni,
Robert A. DeBoer, Matthew P.
Deese, Lauren A. Dieleman,
Travis W. Durr, Rachel A. Henderson, Hunter Houck, Amber
A. Huber, Whitley N. Jackson,
Rebecca Grace Kilby, Brandon
Kipphut, Kyle A. Lewis, Caitland McClure, Margaret Mary
O'Brien, Glen R. Olive, Katrina M.Olson, Lauren J. Owens,
Jacqueline F. Richardson, Landon D. Russell, Megan E.
Shoulberg, Niko M. Sikkel and
Zon H. Taylor.
10TH GRADE
All As
Kullen C. Balthrop, Emily
G. Benson, Bailey E. Boyd,
Allison D. Crawford, Sarah E.
Crouch, Emily S. Denham,
William G. Doran, Paul H.
Gong, Michael G. Hyatt,
Zachary L. Lambert, Morgan
E. Steiner. Mark A. Stubblefield, Erin E. Trevathan and
Charles Dillon Ward.
All As and Bs
Megan Glenna Belknap,
Hanah B. Boone, Taylor F.
Butler, Audrey D. Case, Hannah L. Cochran, Faith Elizabeth Cooper, Cassidy V.
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Gage Martin
Owen
- Mr. and Mrs. Johnathan
Owen of Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Gage Martin Owen, born on Thursday,
Sept. 6, 2007, at 9:15 a.m. at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
4.3 ounces and measured 20
1/4 idehes. The mother is the
former Jennifer Rose Oliver
of Murray, Ky.
Grandparents are Gary and
Dorothy Oliver of Murray and
the late Danny and Regina
Owen of Pans.

Dakotah Anne
Pittman
Van and Liz Pittman of Murray are the parents of a daughter. Dakotah Anne Pittman,
born on Monday. Sept. 3, 2007,
at 12:46 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
, The baby weighed 7 pounds
12 ounces and measured 20.5
inches. A sister is Savannah
Linn Pittman. 4.
Grandparents are Danny ad
Patsy Pittman of Murray and
John and Nita Porter of Newburgh, Ind.
Great-grandparents
are
Blanche Pittman of New Concord, Clyzell Falwell of Murray and Lois Springer of Motganfield.
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Theide, Jacqueline Elizabeth Madelyn E. Basiak, Katherine
Villardo, Chelcie K. Winches- Marie
Bloemer,
Zachary
ter and Chloe E. Zimmerer.
Charles Buck, Kaitlyn J. Car11TH GRADE
penter, Abby C. Dowdy, Anne
All As
R. Ferguson, Erica L. Gallagher,
Alex M. Adams, Eric Ryler Adderley K. Griffo, Caitlin A.
Alvey, Jacob D. Bell, Dylan Herrington, Patrick G. HughWayne Benningfield, Shelby L. es, Nolan M. Jackson, David
Blalock, Christin Gong, Brit- 0. Kuykendall, Hyo he Lee,
tany M. Harpole, Stephen J. Sudan Nave,en Loganathan,
Hjerpe, Kathiu-ina Kleinlercher, Sean Stephen McClellan, April
Rebecca V. Raj, Joseph C. Smith Y. McCreary, Adam M. Peeand Jessica M. Whybark.
bles, Robert C. Puckett, Brooke
All As and Bs
L. Salley, Sydney A. Smith,
Ali M. Adams, Grant T. Tyler E. Spann, John Edward
Adams, Dana R. Arneson, Merrell, Daniel Robert Thile,

Ethan C. Thomason and Nathan
James Watson.
12TH GRADE
All As
Kristin J. Addison, Mary K.
Burgess, Cohn W. Capps. Luis
Cignoni, Bradley N. Cobb,
Catherine R. Crass, Sierra N.
Foster, Brett J. Gibson,
Leshanne N. Gilson, Haley J.
Haverstock, Marvin T. Johnson, Matthew D. Parker, Laken
E. Peal, Leandra Ashley Perry,
Logan B. Pierce, Dorothy D.
Rideout, Addie L. Rigsby,
Camee G. Taylor, Chess R.

Volp, Caitlin M. Williams and
Calhe L. Wilson.
All As and Bs
Courtney T Bilhngton, Sarah
What Brown, Emily K. Crider, Madeah 0 Daubert, Halley C. Dean, Ashley Nicole
Edison, Chloe J. Ehrsam, Adam
Ross
Heskett, Tyler
L.
Holzschuh, Maria Sarah James,
Shawn A. Kinsey, Alex Gitonga Kiuri, Hannah Rose McAllister, Faye C. Muuka, Jessica
Michelle Smith, Leslie A.
Stroup, Hope E. Travis and
Michael B. Wallin.

goocilis
NEW PRICE
REDUCTIONS!
thousands of new
items reduced

save 60%-80% on misses',juniors',
petites', plus size, men's & kids' items
Look for these
signs throughout
the store for
incredible savings
•knits
•sweaters
•fleece
•activewear
• wovens
•related
separates
• pants
•dresses
•outerwear
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U.S. students post flat reading scores, Student film festival this weekend
outperformed by 10 other nations
By NANCY
ZUCKER BROD
AP EduCts0Ort Writer
WASHINGTON (API —
U.S. fourth-graders have lost
ground in reading ability compared with kids around the
world, according to results of
a global reading test.
Test results released Wednesday showed U.S. students, who
took the test last year. scored
about the same as they did in
2001, the last time the test
was given — despite an
increased emphasis on reading
under the No Child Left Behind
law.
Still, the U.S. average score
on the Progress in International Reading Literacy test
remained above the international average. Ten countries
or jurisdictions, including Hong
Kong and three Canadian
provinces, were ahead of the
United States this time. In
2001, only three countries were
ahead of the United States.
The 2002 No Child Left
Behind law requires schools
to test students annually in reading and math, and imposes sanctions on schools that miss testing goals.
The U.S. performance on
the international test of 45
nations or jurisdictions differed
somewhat from results of a
U.S. national reading test, the
National Assessment of Educational Progress. known as
the nation's report card. Fourthgrade reading scores rose modestly on the most recent version of that test, taken earlier
this year and measuring growth
since 2005. During the previous two-year period, scores
were flat.
On the latest international
exam. U.S. students posted A
lower average score than students in Russia. Hong Kong,
Singapore, Luxembourg, Hungary. Italy and Sweden. along
with the Canadian provinces
of Alberta. British Columbia
and Ontario
Last time, Russia, Hong
Kong and Singapore were
behind the United States.
Hong Kong and Singapore
have taken steps since then,
such as increasing teacher
preparation, providing more
tutoring and raising public
awareness about the importance of reading, said Ina
Mullis. co-director of the International Study Center at Boston
College, which conducts the
international reading literacy
study
The results also showed:
—Among jurisdictions that
took the test in 2001 and 2(106,
scores improved in Germany.
Hong Kong, Hungary, Italy,
Russia. Singapore. the Slovak
Republic and Slovenia.

— Average

test

scores

declined in England, Lithuania, Morocco. the Netherlands,
Romania and Sweden. England, the Netherlands and Sweden were the top three performers in 2001. Sweden still
outperformed the United States
this time, but average scores
in England and the Netherlands were not measurably different from the U.S. average.
scored higher than
boys in the United States and
all other countries except for
Luxembourg and Spain. where
the boy-girl scores were the
same.
—The average U.S. score
was above the average score
in 22 countries or jurisdictions
and about the sante as the
score in 12 others. The U.S.
average fell toward the high
end of a level called "inter-

mediate.- At that level, a student can identify central events,
plot sequences and relevant
story details in texts. The student also can make straightforward inferences from what
is read and begin to make connections across parts of the
text.
Background questionnaires
administered to students, teachers and school administrators
showed that the average years
of experience for fourth-grade
teachers in the United States
decreased from 15 years to 12
years between 2001 and 2006.
The international average was
17 years.
U.S. kids seem to get more
reading instruction than others. U.S. teachers were more
likely to repon teaching reading for more than six hours
per week than those elsewhere.

Photo provided
A camera views subjects in the background on the set of a
student film. Murray State will host the Murray Independent
Filmmaker Association annual student film festival this weekend

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Independent
Filmmaker Association is hosting its annual student film festival this weekend at Murray
State University.
A variety of video productions will be shown. ranging
from comedy to experimental to
music videos.
All productions are the work
of area students and alumni.
Showings will start at
7:30pm in the CUITiS Center
Theater on both Friday and
Saturday; Saturday's movies
will be an encore presentation
of Friday night. The festival
should end at approximately 9
pm both evenings.
Admission is free and the
public is invited to attend.
For more information on
MIFA, visit www.murrayfilms.net.
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MSU BASKETBALL

PREP SWIMMING

Youthful squads
hope for state
berths, low times
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SENIOR DUO LEADS MHS,
FUTURE BRIGHT FOR CCHS

the
on
tray-

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & limes
Murray State senior guard Shaleea Petty gets a hug from head coach Jody Adams after Murray State came from behind to beat Miami of
1: Ohio Wednesday night at the Regional Special Events Center. Petty had 12 second half points in the win.

TOUGH ENOU
MSU USES DOMINANT SECOND HALF TO RACE PAST REDHAWKS
By MICHAEL DANN
kSports Editor
If you weren't one of the 400plus in attendance Wednesday
.:Might, go ahead and kick yourself
now.
In one of the best games for the
:^Murray State women's basketball
.:.team in quite some time, the
"...Racers erased a nine-point halftime deficit and outscored Miami
of Ohio by 18 points in the second
half, winning 81-72 in come,-from-behind fashion at the
.Regional Special Events Center.
Conventional wisdom might
lead one to
believe that after
Murray State (42) spent their
Thanksgiving
break playing in
the Panera Bread
Challenge
in
Chattanooga,
Tenn., and playing in a threeteam tournament
where all had
el 20-plus wins a
year ago, the
Racers might not
be up to the task
.against d bigger and better
Redhawk ballclub.
Jody Adams, the first year head
;coach, isn't one that relies on conventional wisdom all that much.
Z "Sure, I think there was a little
wear and tear. You're getting back
::in school. We haven't had had
practices. We didn't have a bad
shoot around. But it goes back to
what I've said so many times about
ZAlaina (Lee) and Shaleea (Petty)
being our engine.”
Lee and Petty grabbed the keys
•:and quickly started the car for
:Murray State. In particular, Petty,
,who at halftime had zero points
;and finished with 12 on 2-of-8

Z

p

shooting from the floor, more than
made up for it bylamp home 7of-8 shots from the foul line in 33
minutes.
Petty also grabbed four
rebounds, all on the defensive end,
three of which came in the second
half. She had three steals after
having none in the first half.
It was a to-the-point halftime
speech that sparked Petty to light
the Racers' fire.
"I challenged Shaleea and told
her we don't win ballgames with
you taking one or two shots. I told
her, 'They have their point guard,
where is ours?'
"The first thing she asked me at
the end of the game was if she was
tough enough? I told her that she
was!"
Ashley Hayes led the way for
the Racers with a team-high 23
points on 10-of-16 shooting and
racked up 38 minutes of court
time. Hayes also had a team-high
nine boards, eight of which were
defensive.
Angela Brown, Amber Guffey
and Lee all finished with 15 points
to round out the players in double
figures.
Amanda Jackson led Miami of
Ohio (3-3) with a game-high 27
points on 10-of-17 from the floor.
Stephanie Ford and Jenna Schone
each had .16 points a piece.
The RedHawks led by as many
as 14 points in the first half, holding a 33-19 lead after a trey by
Jackson.
A three-pointer at the buzzer by
Lee cut the Redhawk lead to nine
and Miami of Ohio took a 43-34
lead at the break.
Miami-Ohio built its halftime
lead on the strength of 50 percent
field goal shooting and outrebouding the Racers 21-13, including 14
on the defensive end.
•See MSU,28
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MSU BASEBALL

Thoroughbreds
sign four
FALL SIGNING PERIOD
INCLUDES THREE PITCHERS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Amber Guffey puts up this shot over Miami of Ohio defender
Stephanie Ford in the first half Wednesday night. Guffey had 15
points in the Racers win.

()VC WOMEN ROUNDUP

Jacksonville St., Austin Peay both win at home

1

GAMECOCKS
BEAT TROY,
GOVERNORS
COME BACK TO
. BEAT SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

Staff Report
JACKSONVILLE,
Ala.
Jacksonville State sophomore Jolie
Efezokhae scored a career-high 24
points Wednesday to lead the
Gamecocks(2-4) to a 72-65 victory
over the Troy Trojans (3-2) inside
Pete Mathews Coliseum.
IS U's starting five of Efezokhae,
sophomores Kelsey Johninkin and
Eren McMichael and freshmen
Cierra Duhart and Danielle Beneby
combined for a potent inside-out
attack that Troy struggled to stop all

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Youth is the buzzword for local prep swimming
teams heading into the winter season.
Murray boasts two seniors with high hopes for state
at the top of its lineup, but beyond that they'll follow
MX juniors with three freshmen and five eighth-graders.
Calloway County
is younger than the
Tigers, boasting a
roster void of seniors
and with just one 2007-08 SCHEDULE
swimmer older than
Murray
ninth grade.
TOURNAMENT
WHERE
Murray's senior DATE
12-3
Notainger,
Madetuxwille
duo, Caitlin Williams 12-8 Hilltopper Inv Bowling Onion
Owensboro
and Josh Hill, will 12-15 Devuldish Inv.
12-27 Bowling Green Inv
1110
lead the Tigers in 1-5
Panther Inv
OvMelbOto
both experience and 1-12 Murray State Inv. Now
818
ability, and Tiger 1-19 Best ot the Aiest
2-1/2-2 REGIONALS
Ovouripto
stroke
instructor 2-9
/2-10 STATE
Loam*, •
John Wand said both
are capable of making times that would
send
them
to
KILSAA state competition in February.
Joining Williams 2007
and Hill as state
Calloway
hopefuls
from DATE TOURNAMENT
Murray are junior 11-17 Rick Cohn Inv
Paducah kw.
Shae Lea McKinney "
1
Notsinger Inv.
and eighth-graders
Devillbh inv.
Jesus Sequeiros and
Medlerxwille tn. MedsonvIkof
Panthet tow.
Olvenaboto
Lauren Erickson.
1-12
Murry stow Inv.
Muitsy
"I think all four of 1-14 Paducah Inv
Paducah
1-19
Seal
of
It* Allot Bowling
them have a shot at
2-1/2-2 REGIONALS
it,"
Wand
said. 59-2110
STATE
"We've got a lot to
do between now and tegionals, but I think we can
accomplish that."
Over at Calloway, though the fakers are youthful,
they're not wholly inexperienced. Junior captain Dillon
Fry and freshman Robbie Canning return as third-year
Calloway County swimmers and should set the pace for
the Ulcers this season.
Simmons sai4 she believes Canning has the potential for a strong showing at Regionals this season, with
a likely trip to state not too far in the future.
Calloway will field the largest team it has had in
head coach Ken Simmons'tenure, and the youth of her
squad has Simmons excited about the future of Laker
swimming.
"This young team, they just need more time in the
water and they'll get that this season," she said. "From
our swimmers coming back, all have made progress.
Our first-year swimmers are getting to know their
strokes and getting some time in the pool."
Those first-year swimmers have already gotten their
first taste of meet competition. Calloway took part in
the Rick Cohn Invitational in Hopkinsville on Nov.
17th and enjoyed several high finishes.
Canning placed third in the 100 butterfly and fifth in
the 100 freestyle. Fry posted a ninth-place finishes in
both the 100 freestyle and the 100 backstroke.
As for the Tigers, they'll swim in their first meet of

night. Eren McMichael finished
with 12 points.
Johnikin had eight points along
with career-highs in nine rebounds
and six assists. Cien-a Duhart finished with seven points and 10
boards. Beneby also had a careerhigh eight assists.
Efezokhae dominated the paint
in the second half, scoring 18 of her
24 points in the half on 7-of-8
shooting from the floor. She missed
just two shots all night and was 4of-6 from the charity stripe.

Troy took a two point lead with
13:42 to play in the game at 42-40,
then Efezokhae took over. She
scored 10 of the team's next 15
points and helped stake JSU to a 5751 lead with 8:26 remaining. The
Gamecocks wouldn't trail again.
AUSTIN PEAY 75
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 72
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. - A 17turnover first half performance
nearly doomed Austin Peay, but it
rebounded with an impressive secII See OVC,28

By MSU Sports Information
Murray State baseball head coach Rob McDonald
announced the signing of four players during the fall
signing period. Adam Bailey of Springboro, Ohio:
Jonathan Craycraft of Lexington, Ky.; Derek Hayden of
Shelbyville, Ill.; and Dan Huff of Castle Rock, Colo.,
will join the Thoroughbreds roster in the 2008-09
school year.
Bailey is an infielder/pitcher from Springboro High
School. He is a nighty with a 3.50 earned-run average
last season. He hit .325 with four home runs, eight doubles and four triples, and scored 17 runs and drove in
29.
Craycraft, a shortstop at Henry Clay High School, is
a four-year starter and will finish as a five-year letterman. Last season, he hit .345 and earned All-City honors, helping Henry Clay to a third straight district
championship. He scored 34 runs and drove in 25, with
only 10 strikeouts in 140 plate appearances. He had an
on-base percentage of .414 and a slugging percentage
of .560, with eight doubles, four triples and three home
runs.
Hayden is a left-handed pitcher from Kaskaskia (III.)
Community College. He earned first-team all-conference and first-team all-area honors at Shelbyville High
School as a senior (2006), and his earned-run average
of 0.38 in that season tied for 20th all-time among
Illinois high school pitchers. His grandfather, John
Ruscin, played baseball and football at Murray State in
the 1950s.
Huff, a right-handed pitcher at Fort Scott (Kan.)
Community College, went 5-2 last season with an ERA
of 3.96. He had 48 strikeouts in 67-1/3 innings to only
30 walks, a 1.60 strikeout-to-walk ratio. He had 12
starts and threw three complete games.
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Staff Repot
RUSTON, La.
Bi Ando')
Foust scored a team-high 17
points off the bench to lead
Southeast
Missouri
past
Louisiana
Tech.
59-54,
Wednesday night at the Thomas
Assembly Center.
The Redhaw Its. who trailed
by one at the halt, shot a blistering 57 I percent in the second
stanza and made crucial free
throws down the stretch to preserve the victory.
"fech got a pair of free throws
from Kyle Gibson to open the
second half and a layup off at
turnover from Dwayne Lathan
to open up a five-point lead with
19:30 to play. Southeast would
then go on a 12-0 run over the
next four-and-a-half minutes to
take their largest lead of the'
night at 36-29.
The Bulldogs would keep
chipping away and pulled within three on a Kyle Gibson
pumper with 1:2210 play.
A pair of missed jumpers at
the other end gave • Tech an
opportunity to tie in the closing
seconds. hut Gibson missed

Roderick Pearson pulled down
the rebound. and Pearson - an
HO-percent free throw shooter knocked down both attempts to
seal the Redhawk victory.
JAMES MADISON 82
EASTERN KENTUCKY 71
RICHMOND. Ky. - Three
James Madison players tallied
double-doubles as the visiting
Dukes
defeated
Eastern
Kentucky Wednesday night in
McBrayer Arena, 82-71. With
the win. James Madison 14-11
ended Eastern's 42-41 sevengame home winning streak.
The Dukes controlled play
on the boards all night long,
outrebounding
Eastern
Kentucky 42-22. Terrance
Carter. Abdulat Jalloh and
Juwann Janie% each hauled in 10
rebounds.
Those three players also finished in double figures in the
scoring column led by Carter's
17 points.
Junior Mike Rose paced the
Colonels with 21 points while
senior Darnell [halls chipped iii
with 15 tallies on a perfect 6for-6 front the held.
The Colonels. playing their

Murray State
SE Missouri State
Tennessee-Martin
Moretii:al Slate
Samford
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Tech

(3,1)
(4-3)
(3
,3)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(2-3)
(2-4)
(2-4)
(2-4)
(2-5)
(1-4)

WeeneeWry, New. 2s
Janes eleclison Id Easton,611111111011, 71
SE kessouri Slew W. Louisan@ tool 54
Wesley,We 27
Tenneeeee Toon 117 Skahela College 88
Mernphe 104 &Alen Posy 82
W.cornyon Green By 63 Eastern Noncom 47
TOMO,
Ienneesee,1454.n ei Arkansas State
r 01
@WOW Na. 30
t sworn nem. ye like
545P0,

first home game an two weeks,
started the contest in grand fashion by building an 18-7 cushion.
Eastern hit 3-01-4 (75 percent)
three-point shots during that
stretch. but then went 2-of-13
(15.4 percent) the rest of the

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State's Jasmyne Thornton pulls away this loose ball rebound from RedHawk defneder
dura Markwood in the first half Wednesday night

run) Page 1B
Ilie most telling stal of the first hall was the
tat, 1 that the Redliawks got II second chance
points. while Murray State was held to zero.
Adams maintains that her halftime speech was
not one that she plans On bottling up and sas mg
for a rainy day, instead it was exact and to the
point.
"It was the simple fact that they were stronger.
they were cutting hinder and it you care then you'll
change it If y9iIrCare slim you play for and what
you represent__ It you has e alri pride inside of
you, we'll see if you has e it in the second half."
MSU took its filo lead ot the game at the 7:52
mark alter a pick by Petts and assist to 'lases.
the Racers a 63-62 ads antage.
• Ford's hook shot at the 7- 26 mark reclaimed the
lead for the Redllawks by one. 6.3-63, but alter
!Dyes' side.ttpen 15304,ter with 7:03 remaining,
Murray State nes er relinquished its lead.
Miami
lhio got to w ohm three. hut that was
as dose as they would come. es entually t.illitig by
nine

The Racers, who have held opponents to under
45 percent from the field, did so again, limiting
Miami of Ohio to 41.9 from the floor, while shooting 41.3 themselves
MSU also closed the gap in the rebounding
margin to 41 to 37 in favor of the Redhaws at
game's end. But Murray scored 27 points off 20
turnovers and had eight last break points to Miami
of Ohio's zero.
Hayes said a win like this gives the team a
boost in confidence and physche. Taking into consideration that the Racers open up Ohio Valley
Conference play next Thursday at home against
Eastent Kentucky, the junior feels pretty good
about the team-s current state of affairs.
"We had the mentality where we weren't going
to give up.- Hayes said. "I think in the past, we
didn't have that mentality at the beginning of the
season. We developed it at the end, so tonight I
think it proved that we base that mentality at the
beginning of the seasial and it's going to carry on.
that should carry us and help us pull through
tough situations like tonight.--

Every Time You Sell Us Scrap
or Buy A Part Register To Win This Scooter
To Be Given Away December 15, 2007.
1850 State Route 121 South • Murray, KY

From Page 18
the season on Monday when
both Murray and Calloway travel to Madisonville for the
Nofsinger Invitational.
Murray head coach Krissy
Zirbel takes over the squad this
year in her first season. But
Wand, in his second year OS
stroke instructor, will provide a
sense of continuity for the
swimmers. Wand takes care of
most of the skill-oriented coaching for the squad, while Zabel
will serve as manager for the
team.
Wand is certainly not lacking
for experience in competitive
swimming. He coached at
Houston High School in
Germantown. Tenn.. for six seasons before moving to Murray
and also swam collegiately at
Western Illinois.
Zirbel said she is thrilled to
have Wand on board to make the
transition easier.
"I can't commend him
enough." she said. "I'm thrilled
to have somebody like him helping rather than me having to
jump in without knowing a
whole lot."
For his part. Wand says the
Tigers have made great strides
during the offsea.son and in fall
practices.
'The main thing is that we
are way ahead of where we were
last year at this time in our
workouts," he said. 'The kids
have developed over the summer, physically and mentally. I
think they're all ready and willing mentally to get after some of
the events they're pursuing."
Wand said he and his swimmers are currently detennining
at which strokes they believe
they are capable of qualifying
for state.
Williams expects to compete
in the 100 and 200 freest)le, Hill
in
the
1(X) backstroke,
McKinney in the 500 freestyle.
Erickson in the 100 butterfly
and Sequeiros in the 100 breaststroke.
Erickson and Sequeiros
enjoy the extra benefit of having
worked with Wand over the
summer through the MurrayCalloway Youth Swim Team,
which Wand also coaches.
"We spent the summer and
early fall working on storke
technique.- Wand said. "We've
seen a lot of improvement from
that standpoint. When I set up
my practices, they are set up for
long-term goals. Being able to
have them come in every day. it
allows me to develop them for
those long-term goals, which are
state qualifying and lower
times."
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Thursday's Game
Green Bay at Dallas, 7 15 p rut
Sunday's Gams.
N S Jets at ki1,67111. Noon
Houston at Tennessee Noon
°effort at Minnesota. Noon
Buffalo at Washington, Noon
Atlanta at St LOUIS. Noon
Jacksonville at Indianapolis, Noon
San Diego at Kansas City, Noon
Seattle at Philadelphia, Noon
San Francisco at Carolina, Noon

Denver at Oakland. 3:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Arizona, 305 p.m
NY Giants at Chicago, 315 p.m
Tampa Bay at New Orleans. 3.15 p.m.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh. 7 15 p m

Monday's Gems

New England at Baltimore. 730 p.m.

7• 40
580
3
2

Thursday, Dec.6
Chicago at Washington, 7 15 pm
Sunday, Dee.9
Dallas at Dation, Noon
Miami at Buffalo. Noon
San Diego at Tennessee. Noon
Oakland at Green Bay, Noon
Tampa Bay at Houston. Noon
St L0016 at Cincinnati. Noon
N Y Giants at Philadelphia, Noon
Carolina at Jacksonville, Noon
Arizona at Seattle 3 05 p m.
Minnesota at San Francisco. 3:05 p.m
Cleveland at NY Jets, 315 p.m
Kansas City at Denver, 3.15 p.m

Pittsburgh at New England, 3115 p.m
Indianapolis at Baltimore, 715 p.m.
Monday, Dee. 10
New Odearis at Atlanta. 7:30 p.m.

CCMS GIRLS RATTLES OFF
10TH STRAIGHT VICTORY
Staff Report
The
Calloway
County
Middle eighth-grade girls basketball team picked up its 10th
victory of the season Tuesday
night against North Marshall,
38-36. With the win, the Lady
Lakers improved their record to
a perfect 10-0.
North Marshall provided the
staunchest challenge yet faced
by Calloway this season, and
had the Lady Lakers down 2018 at halftime. North Marshall
dominated the first quarter,
going up 11-4. but allowed

Calloway to battle back in the
second period.
CCMS took control of the
game in the third quarter,
outscoring the Marshals 12-5
and taking a 30-25 lead into the
final period. But North Marshall
wasn't finished, as they cut the
lead to two points but couldn't
get any closer.
Cheyenne Maddox led the
Lady Lakers with a team-high
11 points. Abby Futrell scored
seven while Alyssa Cunningham
and Taylor Futrell both dropped
in six.

PREP BASKETBALL

MHS games at Lone Oak cancelled
Staff Report
Murray High's Friday night
boys and girls basketball games
at Lone Oak have been cancelled, Lone Oak athletic director David Pope announced
Monday.
The Purple Flash will host
Warren East in the KHSAA
Class 4A football state semifinals Friday night.
Pope said he had talked with
Murray head coach David Fields
and the two discussed moving
the games to January.
Fields said he sent several

From Page 113
ond-half performance to down
Southern Illinois, 75-72, in nonconference action Wednesday
night at the Dunn Center.
Austin Peay picked up its
season's first home victory and
improved to 2-3 overall. It was
Southern Illinois' fourth-straight
loss away from home as they fell
to 1-5 on the season.
McGee led the Lady Cwws
with 19 points. making 8-of-9
free throws. Freshman Ashley
Herring recorded her second
career double-double - a 16point. 11-rebound performance.
Senior Kellea Reeves added 15
points on 6-of-7 shooting from
the field.
Austin Peay recovered from
its first-half misfortune and
committed just six second-half
turnovers, finishing with 23
turnovers. However. the Lady
Goys climbed back Into the
game with a 45-27 rebounding
advantage, including a 22-11
second-half margin.
SIU's Young led all scorers
with 26 points on 8-of-14 field-

proposed dates to Lone Oak. but
nothing has been determined
yet.
Lone Oak extended its football season by defeating Bullitt
North last Friday in the state
quarterfinals.
Murray's boys opened their
basketball season Tuesday by
beating Ballard Memorial 65-52
at Tiger Gym.
With the cancellation, the
Tigers will avoid a FridaySaturday doubleheader against
two 1st Region heavyweights.
They'll travel to Graves County

Eastern Kentucky
Samford
Murray State
SE Missouri State
Tennessee-Martin
Austin Peay
Jacksonville State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Morphpaci State
Eastem

(3-0)
(5-1)
(4-2)
(4-2)
(3-2)
(2-3)
(2-4)
(1-3)
(1-4)
(1-5)
(0-6)

Wedneelley. Nov 28
Money Stair el MUM(OH) 72
Ausri Pew 76 SOLAP1111,11 Una* 72
Jecrowarille Sow@ 72 troy as
Aresslia Wm 27
Lanais 72 Tennease Bei, 56
Tor•101141.10-614008 71 S.,'1.00808
&Ida,63 EIMIOrn Woo 57
%Velem Kenedry 44 Moleneed 908.42
74C Ceram el Tennwese Sass
awing Sem a 65S,tr lime
Bayern •1 SE Wallow Stele
17,1461,/, Mos 30
1.nnima• 750,51 Mamma
Sern8on1 at Now 06116,41

goal shooting. Sweere added 18
points, nine rebounds and five
steals. Jasmine Gibson finished
with 12 points.

What's The Deal?
use of Lone Oak's
'pation in the KHSAA
e Football Playoffs,
y night's basketball
between LOHS and
ay High has been poet. The game could be
up in Januraty,
rday, the Tigers
at Graves County.
on Saturday night.
The lady Tigers next take the
floor Dec. 4 against Fulton
County. Game time is 6 p.m. at
Tiger Gym.

TV, radio
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p m.
ESPN — Rutgers at Louisville

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
9 p.m
ESPN2 — Oregon at Kansas St
10 p.m.
FSN — Oldahorna at Southern Cal
NSA BASKETBALL

7 p.m.
TNT — New York et Boston

11:30 p.m.
TNT — Denver al L A Lakers
NFL FOOTBALL
7 put.
14F1 — Green Bey at Dallas

WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Spin.
eixdoe II North Camera

ESPN2 —

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
11:30 p.m
WPBS t340 AM — Rutgers at
Laminae
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Murray artists part
of Impressions 2007

.Barrage'
lends 'Stomp',
verdance'
Pat
909
636
455
455
Pct
636
455
364
273
Pct
909
545
455
455
Pct
636
455
273
182

5 p.m.

, p.m

n.

k

in the

of the
quarter,
ds 12-5
into the
Marshall
/ cut the
couldn't

- • UNION CITY, Tenn. — It's
a "Barrage" of sound. And it
: will be coming at you Saturday night at 7:30 at Union
City Civic Auditorium, courtesy of the Community Con,cert Association of Union
City/Obion County, Tenn., inc.
This is the setup: Two feuding Gypsy bands are competing for the privilege of wearing the golden sash as the best
musicians in the countryside.
Local audiences get to view
the contest — best described
as "Stomp" meets "Riverdance."
The high-energy performance features a half dozen versatile violinists, plus a guitar
player, bass player and drum
kit player. Chosen after extensive auditions in countries
around the world, the musicians contribute an impressive
array of multi-instrument talents. Each has trained for several months before stepping on
stage to help wrap the audience in the Celtic quilt interwoven with country, calypso,
jazz, rock, folk and swing
threads.
A PBS special, appearances
at Disney's Epcot Center and
a European tour attest to their
"virtuosity in a variety of settings.
This will be a show unlike
luything ever presented on the
itcal stage and the energy alone
'till be enough to keep the
Audience on its feet.
Memberships in Community Concert will be on sale at
the door. Three local performances, including "Barrage,"
singer Sarah Pacheco Feb. 14
and America's Favorite Cowboys — Riders in the Sky April 10 remain on the local
play bill. In addition, members
can view reciprocal performances in Dyersburg and Murray
*ithout additional cost.

MAYFIELD, Ky. — The entered in this year's 'Impresmy job
Mayfield/Graves County Art sions' exhibition made
as
Guild's 17th annual regional as juror both truly inspiring
frustrating,"
art exhibition, Impressions well as incredibly
Daniel2007, is on display now through said juror Debi Henry of the
Director
Dec. 15 at the Ice House son. Executive
Guild. "When takGallery in Mayfield. This Murray Art
responsibility, I look
impressive collection of 85 orig- ing on such
that speaks to me on
inal works includes paintings, for work
levels: some understanddrawings, sculpture, photogra- several
of formal elements of art,
phy, pastels, mixed media and ing
a true sense of creativity, work
fiber arts pieces by outstand- that exhibits something of the
Mg artists in this area.
artist's emotional or conceptuAwards presented at the al sense, and thoughtful presopening reception included Best entation. Limitations of space
of Show, first and second place had some bearing on decisions
in each of six categories, and due to the shear number of
many juror's awards. Two spe- entries and scale of some works.
cial awards, the Darleen Phipps In the end, the work presentMemorial Award for recogni- ed here is work that I respondtion of excellence in oil paint- ed to on that day.
ing realism, and the Best Botan"What impressed me most
ical Representation Award from while working with the entries
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Ilmas the Laurel Oak Garden Club was the sense of humanity, a
also given.
sense ported through a moment
s Market House Theatre, were
Paducah'
of
director
n
educatio
Artists from the Murray area captured in a photograph, a
LITTLE RED HEN: April Cochran, left,
producs
Tuesday'
during
Marks,
h
included in Impressions 2007 sense of the hand touch in
works with Amanda Handegan, Sean Black and Geremia
The Story Theatre lours regional are: John Albert, Steve Bish- fiber works, and through the
tion of "The Little Red Hen" at Murray Elementary School.
minute musical based on a beloved chil- op, Nathan Brandon, Kelli manipulation of materials in
elementary schools each fall and spring with a 30-45
Daniels, the sculpture pieces found the
Carolyn
a fast-paced performance with lots of Burch,
schools
ry
elementa
regional
offers
It
classic."
dren's
Mary thoughtful consideration given
Fleming,
William
Little Kittens."
Three
"The
be
will
show
spring
2008
the
as
Selected
audience participation."
Fuhrmann, Mel Garbark, Whit- to making of art most inspirney Hunt, Beverly Kietzke, ing."
The Guild is located in the
Robin Martin-Holmes, John
Monroe, Debbie Morgan, Dodee historic Ice House, 120 North
Sergeant, Jack Sergeant and Ann 8th St. (corner of North and
Stapp. Award winners from the North Eighth Streets) in MayMurray area are Robin Mar- field. The Guild is accessible
tin-Holmes, First Place Pho- to individuals with disabilitography; Ann Stapp, First Place ties. The Guild is open TuesPastel; Carolyn Daniels, Sec- day-Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30
ond Place Mixed Media & p.m., and Saturday 10 a.m. to
Kiet- 1 p.m. Admission is free. For
more Fiber Arts; and Beverly
Burch is from Crestwood, campus. Call 809-3052 for
more information, phone 247Juror's Award.
zke,
The work of Murray State
of Roy information.
"The overall quality of work 6971.
University student Kelli Burch and is the daughter
attendis included in the B.A./B.S. and Donna Burch. While
University,
State
Murray
ing
Clara
Upper
the
in
n
Exhibitio
Sigma
M. Eagle Gallery. A reception she was a member of
Sigma
will be held on Friday from Alpha Lambda, Phi Eta
of Mur6-8 p.m. The community is and the Organization
ray Art Students.
invited to attend.
After graduating this DecemIn this group show. Burch
pursue a
will exhibit jewelry she made ber. Burch plans to
from sterling silver, copper, culinary degree.
The gallery is located on
pearls and found objects using
seventh floor .of the Doyle
the
castand
ding
hand-buil
various
Fine Arts Building on the MSU
Mgr techniques. • •

MSU student Burch's art
exhibition is Friday at Eagle

/ANGELS\
ATTIC \
BARGAIN8IZA4R
972 Chestnut Street

led the
am-high
1 scored
ningham
dropped

DECEMBER 1
11:004.M. TO 5:00PM.
New & Special Items For Christmas
• Assortment of Jewelry — Brand New, Antique
Pieces & More
• Vintage tray table set by Crestline
• Ivan Wilson print - a Kentucky Blonde
• Chandelier - vintage 8 light swag brass & crystal
Proceeds Benefit The Angels Community Clinic

-d
AN.

Photo provided
High School Drama Club play, "The
County
Calloway
The
STAGE:
ON
PEARE
SHAKES
d), takes place this weekend at Murray
Complete Works of William Shakespeare" (abridge
nces are Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday at 2
Performa
Theatre.
State University's Robert Johnson
at the door. Prices are $5 for adults
available
are
Tickets
p.m.
2
at
Sunday
and
p.m. and 7 p.m.,
.
and $3 for seniors and students
take the
Fulton
S p.m at
The more you get involved in
the lives of children, the less
likely they are to use alcohol,
tobacco, and illicit drugs.
Positive, healthy activities help
kids build skills, self-discipline,
and confidence.

*66k Al5y/11r/
DAN HASELTINE,
LEAD SINGER FOR

JARS OF CLAY
fileatarbvhL neW 1964:
tVe Ne,the 014

e: •
rir

994. .cefret

Get into the act.
Call 1.800.729.6686.
Se habla espahol.
Your Tune. Their Future.
Let's Keep Our Kids Drug Free.
TDD 1.8(X) 487 4889
hittp://uww.health.org

1DAY, NOVEMBER 30TH
10:45 AM - NOON

,'NEW

(MALL
nrolona

LL
at

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

LIFE
KSTORE
BOO
CI RISTI
Corner of 54 & Main, Murray
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DIRECTOR OF
PATIENT ACCESS

Jon M Gustafson MD announces the
closure of his medical practice at Clinical
Neuroscience Associates. Inc. Murray. KY
effective December 20. 2007
270-753-8656
www.jonmgustatsonmd corn

Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Director of Patient Access to provide the
necessary leadership and supervision
related to the patient admission and discharge functions of the Medical Center.
The position requires the ability to concentrate on detail and track multiple activities.

REWARD
LQSI
Fawn & Black
Pug
Last wen
around
R.bduo Rd .
Imo. 10
1 ries ,
ti,o 'ii ili7

a

If seen or have information call
270-293-8256 or 270-293-1028.

ATTITUDI
Nil
Carol Le,a,
Techercran
Hours
Mon -En tOAM 6PM.
Sat 10AM 3PM
Across from Ratify s
759-1100

REWARD
or inlOrMation
leading to arrest
of person/S
'dealing hay from
barn on Scott
itts Road -

Call 753-3187,
853-0528,
or 559-3625
Murray
Times
its

sources reliable
but inaccuracies do
OCCur.
Readers
using this information do so at then
own risk Although
persons and companies mentipned
hereon are believed
10 be reputable.
The Murray Ledger
& Times, nor any Of
its
employees
accept any respon
Sltality whatsoever
for their activities

Henry County Medical Center is located
in northwest Tennessee and is a growing
and expanding medical center.We offer a
competitive salary and an excellent benefits package including health. vision, dental. and retirement

FREE. We have 12
yellow lab puppies we
need to find a good
home for Both parents
are on sate. They wet
be ready for their new
horne the week of
Christmas What a
,
woridertul chrism*,
present this would bell
270-527%2969

I

The Individual MUM have a minimum of
5C4fS experience in management and/or
leadership skills in customer service and
knowledge of Microsoft applications.
Healthcare and insurance experience it
plus. Prefer candidates with an Associates
degree or BS degree in business or related
experience.

Interested candidates who meet all the
requirements should send resume or mas
apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1034)
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
731-644-8474 FAX

cowen(themc-In.org
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BP truck slop is
accepting applications
for Customer Service
Representatrves We
are in naked 01 118141.,
motivated, take charge
aidividuals to loin OUT
ream If you are a
team player honest 8
rehable we are look
irig tor you Please
apply on person at BP
Truck stop. 2185 US
Hwy 641 North.
Murray, KY
F UL L • TIME maiMename positron opening
with benefits 18 Per
hour. non-negotiable
Must be able to bend.
stoop. and lift at least
50 lbs Knowledge of
electrical, plumbing
and light carpentry
required
Previous
maintenance expen
eoce preferred
Hilidale Apartments
64 regd.* Lane 1301
Hardy', KY 42048
Phone 1270)437-4113
EOE

Arbor Place of Clinton
Seeking LPN's md CNA's

'Sign on bonus'
LPN's $1500
CNA's 61000
Contact:
Arbor Place of Clinton
106 Padgett Drive
Clinton, KY 42031
1-270-653-5558

Hale Waned
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00 you love semidry
Wei ads?
wee Cant Enterprises
may be lust the pace
tor you, Full tome and
t)ert time PoSitiOns
available
API*/ at
Wee Can
09S 15th St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

MI Mill
LEDGER&TI/IES
HOMO Delivery
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FARMEII'll Choke
Feedwilll.
Send
resume to 127 Beach
Rd. Korksey. KY 42054
or come by olace

m.

t!rdar

Visa

AMU

Name

e

Si Moires&

e
Stare

FULL-TIME position
for optometric assistant WIT train Send
resume to PO Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071

NEED HOLIDAY
CASH
SW', after paid training
'Benefits Part/Full
time flexible sched
ule
/ days a week
1 888-974 JOBS
7079110507
NOW taking applications tor all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S 12th
St Murray, KY No
phone calls
OTR CDL Drrver need
ed Some flatbed experience Clean MVFI
Great pay Call for into
or appointment 270
226-9570 David, 27075.3-6988 J&D Motors.
270-753-0341 James
RECEPTIONIST
LPN. doctor's eke
Send resume with
referneces to PO Box
1040-13
Murray, KY
42071
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency We provide a
wale range of products One of Nation's
companies
largest
insurance expenence
but
helplui
not
required Training writ
be provided if nacos
miry Send resume to
P0
Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071

Zip

pax-rimy Ph
Mail this iriutiniti with payment to
Murray Ledger Atime*
P.O. Boa 1060
Murray, KY 41071
ii', cie 1 1 11170) 7134911
11.

iripioser

GREAT Opportunity'
Expanding'
eNninenced salesperson Pan-time warehouse Submit resume
to Fleming Furniture.
841N,
3060 Hwy
Murray. KY 42071

DRIVER TRAirlf I
NE E DE D

CLEANING houses. 20
you experience. 270759-9563
clean homes and
businesses
Cell
phone
1(516)8358647

BEAUTY salon for sale
in Murray Phone 270527-1116 after 6PM.
FOR Sale: wooden
telephone poles &
lance post Creosote
treated. Will deliver
731-782-45180
LOCAL business for
sale, great location.
established customer
base, has been in
operation for 30.
years
Serious
inquiries only should
be addressed to P08
1393. Murray. KY
42071 Include name.
phone number, e-mail
address, and owner
will respond
SPECIAL Effects Hair
Salon, 98 West 5th
Street. Benton, KY for
sale or rent (270)437.
4755 Of 1270)703,
0`,42

HD TeievIslons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD letevisions
Flat screen Plasma
LCDs Rear Protection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$2999 per mo $500
lor local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
/59-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPI TAN( Ts
75A11111te01,
.

(270) 753-1713

Computer
Conessestion

463

1

Ilvtivicre -7324101
Computer Slo/Service
Noviorlung ServiCes
Later Pm* & Laptop Raper
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3651

to es,
ANTIQUES, Cal Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coln
collections Paying
Blue Book value. 2636999
CASH paid tor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 121h,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS
Ai i tuly, rani
WASTE oil wanted.
Win rack up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid
Drum exchange Muller
Farms 270-436,
D
2;'1,̀
150
Anions
For UN
12'X24 storage build
119 w/front porch. new
$3,900 tem 270-492
8222 or 270-293-2531
9' Pre-lit Douglas Fir
Tree, clear mini lights.
$3000 759-2436
'91 OMC Step van 1 ton. $900 OBO 503
trailer, $125 Kobatt full
sue pock-up tool box.
$100 753-4344, 227
5644
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 Sae 4 ye+
low. 1 size 6 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
FULL size trampoline
759-0501

• inal History •
,rnily Histor\
Books
59-4938
z
STEEPLETON
pool
table Regulation size
Drop leather pocirets
$950 731-642-4614

numakir Sob
-OWNER
FINANCE-•
No Credit Check,
Completely
redone
2BR IBA singlevede,
water view, easy boat
ramp access Nice
covered deck 213
Primrose,
New
Concord
$2.900
down $450 month
Call 753-2222
"'OWNER
FINANCE"'
No Credit Check' 3I3R
2 bath doublewide in
Puryear Only 4 years
Large
old
deck
$3,500 down. $495
month Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222
***OWNER
FINANCING"'
No Credit Check(
1999 model 38R 28A
singlewide, pool Clean
& nice $3,500 down.
$495 monthly
753-2222
"OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 313R,
28A. $5,000 down
$69500 month. firma
(2701753-1011
2006* 16.68 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home Shingle
8 vinyl with 1011 front
porch and brick Nadde
skirting 2813. IBA
529.900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment.
$308 Monthly 1-800455-3001
LIOUIDATION Sale!
All 2006 Homes must
go
Unbelievable
Furniture
Dealif
included at NO additional cost.
Call now 731-5849429

Check us out
on the web!

REMODELED
Doublewidel
4811,
2B4, 2,000 Sq.Ft..
New appliances, 1 3
acre lot Owner financing
available
$7000000 cash or
down.
$5,000
S645/mo
270-761 HOME
rillitlestesier aunt
14X60 2BR 2BA $400
703-4768
NICE 2811
753-9866

No pets

M

om For am

1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
1 bedroom apartment.
and
nice
Appliances including
w/d. No pets. 270-4365496

Clean

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, S350/mo, all
appliances, pets
allowed. 1619 Chris
D. 753-4219
MEM, various locations.
5275-5300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
NICE, newer. 11311,
18A, brick, WW1
C/H/A, ale, walk-in
closet, close to MSU.
pets allowed
w/deposlt, S350/mo
(270)522-1095
2 bedroom, all appliances.
Cambridge
area 293-6968
IBA duplex
2814
Appliances, Peggy Ann
Dr 270-753-0259
119 East V Drive, 2BR
IBA, washer, dryer,
stove. refrigerator furnished. new C/H/A
Smoke-free Water,
yard work included
$450/mo
270-227-5722.
2611 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685
2811 duplex. $350
3811 house $525.
753-3415
2BR Duplex, C/M/A,
wood stove, appliances furnished, WAD
hook-up. 1 year lease
required $395/month
(270)227-0682
2B11 duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9896
2BR, $285. C/H/A,
near MSU Move in
tree days 753-9896
908 Millwood 28R/1
bath
apartment
$395/mo No pets
Lease,
references,
deposit required 2273331
DUPLEX. 2-1311, 11/2
bath.a11 appliances.
$525/mo. 438-5665
FOR rent 2911
Duplex. 1302
Valleywood $400,/mo
781-73S5
LARGE, very nice
bedroom with all spotsnorts including wooer ft dryer $345/mo
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7065
NICE 2811 duplex
Carport No pets 2273054 Or 753-7457

Ttotty
Fildif
Sae*

VISA

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

•
"reivotAat

allkkeioNa
,

ince Hours S a.m. -12 p.m.j6

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

TER

NON-SMOKING 1814 UPSCALE residence
unfurnished apt , wale
3/2 ranch on Melrose
paid, evade(*) now, no Or City utilities and
pets. 753-5980
schools. All electric 2
car garage
Large
NOW LEASING
fenced yard, New cen1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
tral HVAC system.
We accept Section
Annual lease, $900
6 vouchers
monthly Ray 270-767Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
0615
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
'tongs Rentals
Phone 759-4984,
Equal Housing
A&F Warehousing
Opportunity
Near MSU $20-50
TOO #1 -800-648-6056
753-7668
TOTALLY remodeled,
large 2 bedroom, new
IHN,f
w/d, d/w, tile floors, oak
q I-sit/It %1i I
cabinets
No pets
$400, 489-2741
'A Bram Maoto Axe
Hwy 12IN. across boo
Naimoli:Ord
270-7,9-n.5.5.5
t
IS
2. 3 & 4BR houses
Lease
&
deposit
KEY MINI
required 753-4109

WAREHOUSES

3-BR, 26A, BsmL
wraparound deck, 1/2
blk to hospital $700
mo 293-8989

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

newly
1BA,
3BR
remodeled for sale or
rent Owner financing
considered
270-848-0044

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

3811 213A.
$495
month. No pets. 701
Broad St,
270-293-4602
38R, IBA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.
$450/mo. 759-4826
501 South 6th. 3 bed
room I bath, w/d
hookups, living/dining
rooms, bonus room,
screened porch, hardwood floors No pets
270-761-1317
NEWLY Renovated. 2
bedroom, large kitchen
& living room, washer/dryer, very clean.
smoke & pet free
$495. 226-8006
RECENTLY
remodeled, small, three-bedroom, one-bath house
$500 per month plus
utilities One month
security
deposit
required
Call
(270)293-3572 for an
appointment
Only
serious
inquiries
please

270-753-5562

Nlink

Located ai 721)s 4th St.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe 8 clean
•We sell boxes,
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
400
Yard SM

LARGE
YARD
SALE
Woodlawn
Friday
6AM-1PM

310

lots of furniture
Yarding

Ti

renting

and home
appliances

ART & CRAFT
BAZAAR
Inside Electrolysis Studio,
806-B Chestnut Street behind
Bad Bob's Bar-B-0
November 30 & December 1
8AM-4PM
Paintings, jewelry, and other crafts

Through Stella on 121, turn left at
299 on Old Butterworth Road, go
about 2 miles, turn right on Jones
Sparkman. Go straight about 1
mile. Turn right on Adams Or.,
New Carriage House on Corner of
Adams and Crouch.
Sat., Dec. 1 •8AM-12PM

I Inc and iwo Bedmom Apartments
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Application%

DAI

320
Aparwants For Red

SMALL GARAGE SALE

270-753-8556
TIM) 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

and v
laundry
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balance

753-3853

Apartments
421171
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$o.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
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VEADLINES
Nair;
Sart Star
Twit

$e.25 Column Inch, SO% Discount 2nd Run,
so% Discount 3rd Run.
(Alt I Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Pfrood
$3.35 per column inch extra tor Monday (Shopping Guider
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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Murray

Christmas decor. Snow village. Dept
56. some home decor

1'

Ines

DUPLEX. Brick ?BR
IBA in Murray

978-0508, 438-2061

Saturday, Dec. 8, 2007•10 a.m.

LOCATION: 132 Grayeas Drive. Murray,KY
Johnny
(Mamma Subdivides). From Hwy fAi or Hwy. 121 TakePosta!!
R,‘4.1(Hwy. 1660). Proceed To Auction Silt Signs

2205 Quail Creek Drive • Murray, KY
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Directions: From Murray take 94 West to Johnny Robertson
Road. turn left and follow to Quail Creek on left. Follow signs
3 BEDROOM
2 BATH NEW
CONSTRUCTION
HOME

to auction.

OPEN HOUSE
Spacious 3 BR 2 BA Brick home accented with quoin corners,(len with
floors
fireplace, kitchen, dining room, living room, sun exam hardwras1
space,
and carpet, large hobby room with many cabinets and counter
laundry room, 2 car attached garage. fenced in hack yard
terms (in Real Estate: 15% down of purchase price day of auction,
balance in 20 days with deed. Real Estate offered at 12 noon.
For more infornuetion and sour auction seeds contact:

Rent I.storr Sefis .41 6:00 PM. Auction
I
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USES
121S
42071
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FRIDAY,
*

Nov. 30-5:00PM

SATURDAY,DEC. 1, 2007
9:00 AM

Equipment.

•

• 98 NORTH MAIN. BENTON KY 42025 *
:
This Is The 1st Of Several Auctions For The Opal Davis
And:
: Estate. They Were Avid Collectors for 40+ Years
Have a Wide Variety Of Antiques & Collectibles. :
:
All:
: Several Pcs. Of Vintage al Modern Black Memorabilia;
White; ;
: Kinds Of Stoneware Including Many Pcs. Of Blue &
Old Advertising Thermometers & Signs; Vintage Action
AladFigures & Other Toys; Blue Willow; Red Transfenvare;
:
din Lamp;014 Griswold Skillet & Other Cast iron; Antique,
Vintage & Figural Clocks; Primitives; Tools Including A
*
Lanterns; *
: Marked Keen Kutter Hammer W/ Orig. Handle;
• Fire King Jadlte; Yard Long Roses Print; Kitchen CollectiMuch More!:
bles; Kero & Elec. Lamps; Quirts; Quilt Tops &
.
No Buyer's Premium Absentee & Phone Bids Accepted
Heated Facility With Concessions Available
•
listricmiss LISTING ON WERIEITi.
•
Torvirw austisnatactionservic*.coan
•
•

a

• •

(Z)AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE
ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER -Lie.. P2471

dio,
ehind
Iler 1

270-705-4859
VVVVW AUSTINAUCTIONSERVICE.COM

In

ertial Proo
For Sate

:rafts
94 East
Huge lot

;ALE
left at
ad, go
Jones
out 1
Dr.,
mer of

1. Dept

Proven Income

Property
$76,900
753-5856
293-71 27
For—9Frop.
OFFICE or retail

space

available. Prune

loca-

tion. 753-2905.
293-1480

e

likal Prop For Rent

OFFICE Space fo
Approximately
rent
200 sort., SW of Court
Square. S100 per mo

CHOCOLATE & Black
Lab puppies Mom is
AKC registered. 6
&
shots
weeks.

Utilities included
753-5411

wormed
270-489-2086 or
270-293-6305

VERY rocs commercial
building for lease in
Hazer. KY Over 8.800
S F. Great for retail.
offices, restaurant, or
any kind of business
Has parking lot. central
h/a, and security system $1,800/mo 270293-9349

FR s
PRI II

PARIS. TN - 2819 Hwy. 54 - Corner of 218
bypass and Hwy. 54 across from H&C

•
: BENTON AUCTION HOUSE :

•

i

150G
436-2858,
FEMALE Jack Russell
Terrier for sale Full
papered
shots,
Spayed. $150
759-1588

Selling shop tools and equipmentfor Tony Groomes
I Yksit our weblike: 11PLW4atglaybrillictieliss00

ts

111.41/

SI&

built! KY Lake.
$69,900. Only one!
Call owner 615-5155550

Four bedrooms
or/den/study - formal
dining - children/teens
have own space in
additional living area
See Steve with CENTURY 21 at 1704
Audubon
WEDNESDAY; 4:21pm
to 5:21pm pm
THURSDAY 12:21pm
to 1:21pm,
FRIDAY 3:21pm to
5:21 pm: SATURDAY
1:21 pm to 2:21pm

5 to 295 acres. West
Possibe
Calloway.
owner financing. 4892116, leave message.
50 acres with 38R 2BA
house Will divide 9780505, 436-2051

Supplies

puppies
SHIH-TZU
dew claws removed,
wormed, current shots.
CKC $150AKC &
$350 270-251-0310

thipphis

HIGHLIGHTS PARTIAL LISTING
4000 Ford tractor. gas. 2908 Ms w/Ford front end
loader (nice)• 3 point hitch sprayer • Woods XT 172
cutter + fork lift basket • 121 hackhoe buckets, 12- &
24- • fuel tank w/ekct Pump • Whiteo pressure
washer & steam cleaner Mdl. 420•8 h.p. Trailer type
Tsar Vac • Heat Buster floor fan • 3 ton motor lift •
Kubota transfer pump • 20 ft. Werner ext ladder «
Stihl MS 1110 chain saw + Beam Machine laser ICM
tripod • commercial AMP air compressor. 5 h p Twin
•cutting torch set• NAPA 85-6500 charger + air hose
& fittings + Lincoln 225 Arc welder • 3/4 h p. bench
grinder + 6" vise + ur drill press + metal work bench
.boll bin. 48 hole w/holts & nuts • assorted bars •
large Craftsman tool box. floor model • assortment of
filters. oil & gas • pipe wrenches• I- torque wrench
.set of 1 - S&K sockets • 3"- 3-1/4" - 3-1/2- sockets
•set ot 1 - S&K impact ;sockets• NAPA 1/2" drive Dr
Micro meter type torque wrench • NAPA timing light
+ B&D polisher • set of I/2" Craftsman impact sockets • Blue Point tap & die set • NAPA I- HD impact
w/6" extanvil • Makita grinder • T' DeWalt grinder•
9" Milwaukee gnnder • Black Hawk Porta Power •
Ridgid pipe vise BC1110• NAPA 3/4 torque wrench •
Craftsman socket sets - 6 point & 12 point •
Craftsman wrench ROA. metric & reg up to 1-7/8" •
screw driver sets • NAPA 10 ion floor jack • jack
stands • chains & binders • assorted new parts for
Mack trucks • Remo, 100(5)0 BTU heater « Dayton
45t141) 8111 heater • Minim 140.000 BTU home
heater • 2003 Suzuki Quad Sport 4 wheeler. 1-400
water cooled engine. new RAZ-R racing tires. 121
nm.s. Ned
spare hole shot tires. i 21 spare aluminum
bars, garage kept • much more
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE Most of this equip
nen, & tools are name brand and in excellent condi
ion This is a very partial list of hand look
Not Responsibk for Accidents
heal* Available

GRAIN fed slaughte
sale
for
calves
(270)474-2226

-JV

Broker
tuts AudIraterr a Meal AwIale 311151

-se

Na 4.1klem lam • PAryolic TN

***OWNER
PRANCE —
Check!
Credit
No
Clean & nice 3BR 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear. 1.292 sq.ft.,
hardwood floor, appliances, city water &
sewer. $3,900 down,
Call
month.
$475
Ruthie (270)753-2222

Yew
2005 Dodge Grand
Caravan SE. Silver,
chairs, all
captain
power, front/rear air.
68,000
van.
Nice
miles. $11,500 OBO.
227-5743.

1086 Robertson Rd.
Priced to Sell! New
4/2.5,
construction.
over 3,000 stilt under
roof. Designer kitchen
with cherry cabinats,
granite countertops
Bonus room upstairs
and oversized garage.
Call Matt Falwell at
270-293-2512.
3-4 bedroom, $0I9k.
270-293-3566.
Smiles from campus. 2
or 3BR, 2BA, carport
hardwood & tile floors,
basement,
walk-out
utility room w/washer &
dryer. Asking $75,000,
$82.000.
appraisal
270-554-0367
559-7015

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming

'98 Kawasaki Ninia
5,000
Under
250
miles, lust recently
tuned up Priced for
Christmas $400 firm
859-797-4671

SAIIAIACII0r1 guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc

Aule Pots

Insured

USED TIRES

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

14. 15. 16 inert
Starting at S20
mounted

Can 753-5606

A to B Moving. Local
distance
long
and
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156

r

A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery 436-2867

Wades
il
portUtillty
gF

2004 Cherokee V6
4x4, red, automatic.
loaded, 36,900 miles,
$13.000 293-1943

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.

NS
TIO
TEBERAUC
LUDECEM
SODAY,
ABSATUR
8TH @
9:00 AM

KY 42048
BOTH AUCTIONS WILI. BE AT 3701 MURRAY HWY, HARDIN,

C7.1 DI I i
3701 MURRAY, HWY., HARDIN. KY
MR. JUNIOR DUDLEY ESTATE
REAL ESTATE SELLS g1 1 10 AM

Being offered in
.1 Tracts & Carrbnationc

•

A beauteui 3 todroom I bath some situated al 779 aces
a 50134 Pole Barnet Ohm ovtbuilangs A Great lagoon
that will be Mired n Pacts combhesons Come* horns
Worscriv car, trucks. trwair. deal afro turn mowers Mars,
molorcycle. boat metal Mhe trill press lower osiers
tools. washer eye renovator, bush% disk plow and
much more. Contact office kw detailed brochure

A,ULTION #2

4088 MURRAY HWY., HARDIN, KY
REAL ESTATE SELLS 41:00 PM

2
Great Oration in an au al see homesa where evs
bedroorn 1 DRS lone a situated 11 mimes we a 2 car
yard
Nu
a
above
room
a
has
de4achs1 garage tat even
wUIn nature trees. no one has a iet to orla
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FREE PALLETS

Email: spitspaslosOmchsi.com
Kovin SpniSsi lisksilAucSosear

Please No Phone Calls

1998 purple Firebird
1151< miles. t-top, key
less entry & security
new tires, one owner
$61( 270-437-3196

400.
KFX
2004
condition.
Excellent
many
hours,
Low
extras, and garage
kept. $3.500 OBO.
Phone 759-4771

Trirp•••• 17311241-1/14
I.... hoier. Asellower/14•Mat TA 1k. /Ter
Hy 1k. nnzer nen /ITU
•'Thyrkw HAM 4Ar5oal .1••• II*"

Loading Dock of Murray Lin:1w & Times
First Come • First Soevo

Used Can

'06 Yamaha Stratoliner.
2,100 miles, asking
759-0992
$10.000
after 4PM.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

gavial,. &emu,Settur„.•

$4.900
Prix.
Grand
2002
$4,100
GXE,
Anima
2000
$4,500
C&K 705-5973 anytime

NICE Honda 400EX
race ready 4 wheeler.
Call after 6PM
270-489-2963

,
.
day ,4 emit
TTRA/ti &i INIIITIINS I ,,Ath4ere. vrtlemenr
l'Ilf-, A
1,,Able In( ASIA I ASIIII II S I III CIA ,1112SINAI
p..,
A.. ii RIIAAil HAAA ii MAR I/I l liAl,f1 go...von
IIA Al I in.
men thrlr co, IlAss Taykw Atx-non tierNA A trammed
414.114.11.,wnrytny
won. 41444 Aerwmall, lavAAA I, hr

milito

2005 Equinox AWD
$10.000
2000 GMC 171 4 door,
$9,700
2002 Ford XL 4 door
4x4, $5,300
Mountaineer
1999
AWD. sunroof. leather,

OPEN House every
day through Saturday

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock

!I:4 CD

R

/\II

Lie Property

11111*'14 ;:,1 ;s114);''

PUBLIC AUCTION

PREVIEW BEGINS AT NOON

is
•

41- 1-1

M30 Days. A 10(1Buyer
I5wir 1)ay
RP-AS.1/.87AM TERMS:
Prior. Buy.
Itemium Will fle Added To Final Bid And ladtabillh ThaGaiirapt Sale
The Auellon
\ pee. hi sign S toad Haw Pen) v./Wier staireYber losplashwo Wien

. HY 4/111ii;
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CO /01 54F 351..3 a 1100 31111 43 Ill
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VIEWING
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GRIER HOUSE:
mosogipEc3s_0001-6:oops
motiosylon,kg.mj47:30-,COMA

1ST SESSION OF THE OPAL
DAVIS ESTA
** TE AUC*TIO***N

* **

on
udi
6:00
2007 @ PM

Pal Brand New Acohances. and
Oversized Migkaundry Room
Interior Amenities Include Ceramic
The Floors, Recessed Lighting
LIKE NEW 3 DORM 2 BAIH
New Carpet. Abundance of Kitchen
JUST 2 MILES FROM DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Cabinets. and Lame Walk In
Porch, concrete was way.
Datil Features Outside The Home Include A Nice Front A Grand Backyard. Just
Landscaping Around The Home. AA On A Spacious Lot WIlti
Hope limbo, Church
A glen Drive East Of Murray Kentucky Across The Street From
Real Estate Sole N8.00 PM. Auction Held On Site"

II

is Isis, 1i,',01`,1"111'

.ocal
Ati) Condition

Specious Master Suite with Master
Bath, Living Room. Kactien ssith

2333
Licensed & Bonded in KY 8 Tenn #1281 Firm

\I I
I \ I \ II I
1)1 It 1 RI I III!

%it)

Bedroom 2 Bath Brick Home
Featuring An Open Floor Plan w.

DAN MILLER - AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4144
DARRELL BEANE • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4420

www.danmillerauctioneer.com
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

EGI

Downtown Murray
LOCATION: 2754 State Route 94 East Murray KY From
Tillie Man Street Hwy 94 East 2 Mites To Auction Site Signs Posted'
REAL ESTATE- Nerdy Remodeled
44- 2000 Sq Ft 1 1.2 Story 3

ns located just min118 acres of prime tarin land offered in tracts and combinatio
central heat and air, city
utes Northwest of Murray. 1 BR I BA Name home with
road frontage on
waier. natural gas. basement. Mini farms, wooded lots, blacktop
2 sides of this farm. Wheat crop stays with tenant and seller.
of auction with a miniterms on Real Estate: 1554 down of purchase price day
deed. 10% buyer premum of $4,458) per individual tract balance in 3(1 days with
price. Ally house built
mium added to final bid and will be a pan of the contract
prior to the aucprior to 1978 may contain lead base paint. Make your inspection
of the contract.
tion as you will sign a post inspection waiver as pan
Real Estate offered at 12 Noon.
For more Information BM your auction needs contact:

ling
S 4th St.

tore and
nth( has
Die. 7537536.

ur-r: y cember 13th,

Directions: From Murray take Hwy.641 North to Flint Road.
turn left and follow to auction site.

TERRY D. PASCHALL - BROKER & AUCTIONEER 270-767-9223

,
\rtittf

Ab

301 Flint Road • Murray, KY

1TALS
1RACE

HOME SITE WANTED
close to Murray, cash
buyer will pay top dollar for the nght land,
sm-med acreage,
some cleared with
some trees (at least a
few)
preferred
(931)206-6767
1111 11111 sl 5

Saturday, Dec. 15, 2007•10 a.m.

5562

Held On Site!!

38bb RI. RI. 4b North • Maylteld. KY 47006
800-380 4318
(2/0I :#4
Visit our 1111s)bulte. www.harrImamalluall cam

Absolute Real Estate and
Personal Property Auction

Beautiful farm 15+ acres. 3BR. 2BA.
New appliances. Great front porch
and landscaping.
Cornerstone Realty & Rental,
call 76I-SELL for Bonnie Byerly.

Far hardier askataner with tau
lousing Advertising arquire
inents, "intact siAA Counsel
Rene l' Milam.17911alit

111 hisi II it, 1:01TITE
,t. It (
I
.

Licensed & Bonded in KY 8 Tenn. #1281
www.danmillerauctioneeccom
www.terrydpaschallrealestate.com
'My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays

idence.
iiitelrose
as and
octnc. 2
Large
ew consystem.
. 8900
70-767-

try1 ml
ad,crtuang lor real ruate which
until an ,bolanon ot the law All
penbunk Are hereby inhumed
that all dwellings ads/rented are
available on An equal °man;
nat bans

WI 5 II( it

Firm 2333

Isea

under leder/ilia.
we .iti knowing],

in 10 Days You Ma.
MEAI FNIATF:TERMS: 151 Down Day of Sale Balance
View llre Pnix•ny Am time Hy twinkling The Selling Agents

DARRELL BEANE • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 270-435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL • BROKER & AUCTIONEER 270-767-9223

856 Carl Crisp Rd., Almo
$87,500 obo(270)293-9447

Stale law. turbid dnennunat.
in the via rental or advertubang
cal real relate bnad or Iklon
Addition I. those FAA.,led

ON SITE FINANCING PROVIDED BY US BANK OF MURRAY
FROM 380-6:00 PM ON DATE OF AUCTION
BRIIAER l'ARTI('IPATION IS 4'E.I.00,411.:

DAN MILLER • AUCTIONEER & ASSOCIATE 27u-435-4144

•1Br.. large kitchen. lg. deck, new roof
new paint and wood floors

tkal

Bath Brick/Vinyl
RIKAI. ESTATE,- +/- 18110 Sq. Ft. 3 Bedroom 2
Suite.
Home Featuring An Open Moor Plan w/ Spacious Master
Appliances,
Living Rooin. Kitchen v./ All Brand New Stainless Mist
l floors.
and I .auntlry K.oseiu. Interior Amenities Include Hantsosa
Mokling, CUAI.0111
Tile. Carped, Trey And Vaulted Ceilings w/ Crown
And
Suite
Mastei
The
In
Closet
In
Kitchen t'abinets, A Large Walk
Features Outside The Home
hICUtti Tub In Master Bathroom. Quality
A Large Cover-ed
Include A 2 Cai iarage, Concrete Ihiseway And
Lot
liack l'((rch Situated Un A Spaciiius Landscaped Corner
•0;t 1;1 ,1
iti!so
ors, iikir
ss
h)
Nit in. s
1 111\ II sl 511\I II s I loi‘i
sl 11101 ,

THURSDAY, NOV. 29 & FRIDAY. NOV. 30 • 4 P.M. to 6 P.M.

ts

HOME FOR SALE

..
.
111111

WatioTglikstate Auction

Real Estate and
Personal Property Auction

^

Thursday, November 29, 2497•511

CLASSIFIEDS

'Murray Ledger tki I fines

270.362.7653

(270 362-sovi)
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CLASSIFIEDS

6B• I bursdity, Nuaeirtiber 29, 200.11

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ed in 70
Kentucky newspapers
tor as Vele as $250 with
one order one payrnent For information.
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1 502-223-6821
AUCTIONS
Barkley*Lake
Absolute Real Estate
Auction 19 lots offered
in Eagles Ridge 7
Lakefront. 7 Lakeview.
4 Acreage arid House
with Lake Views Trigg
County. KY S Stewart
County. TN Auction
Tuesday. December
18, Schrader Real
Estate Auction Co Inc
(Rex Schrader Broker
KY 1406531 Woltz &
Associates. Inc REALTORS & Auctioneers
(TN 127521 800-551
3588 www *oar corn
AUTOMOBILES/
NOTICES
-Cireat Deal
1970
BOSS 302 MUSTANG
price $4800 USD, Car
in good working condition. paint good condition. interior fl fantastic
condition CONTACT
rich423dda live corn

BUILDINGS
.Garage.
Storage.
Manspace' Thousands
less than conventional
building
methods
Clearance & Repos- 3
left' 25x30. 20x24
Place order today' 866352-0716
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Altoona, Homeowners
Wanted
Display
homes wanted tor vinyl
siding windows roofs,
baths
Guaranteed
financing, No payments
until
March
2008
Starting at $99 month

Call 1-800-251 0843
FOR SALE
*SAWMILLS from only
$2990 00- Convert your
LOGS TO VALUABLE
LUMBER with your
own Norwood portable
band sawmill Log skidders also available
wavw norwoodsawmills.com/500A.
FREE Information. 18 0 0 • 5 7 8 - 1 36 3 Ext.500.A

HELP WANTED
•Custodial Supervisor
Sullivan
University
(Louseveka) a•seeking
to ha•hilaime custodial position in which
duties include cleaning.
moving furniture, event
setup, maintaining facilities and coordinating
Must
various ivateCt•
be able to lift and move
up to 125 lbs on a regular basis
Supervise
day and overnight
cleaning staff Ensure
clean standards are
consistently
met
Supervise and coordinate special event setups
Request and
supervise temporary
labor staff as needed.
Meet regularly %oath
administrative staff to
discuss issues, goals
staffing
and
Coordinate and super,
vise break cleaning
Responsible for ordering cleaning supplies
paper
goods.
etc
Ability to supervise lead
staff in proper and
effective cleaning techniques
Must have a
minimum ol three years
experience in lanitorial
supervision, be aware
of OSHA related guidelines as they pertain to
janitorial duties
be
to
available
work
extended hours and
some weekends as
necessary, be familiar
with Microsoft Office
(email. Word, etc I. and
be familiar with proper
maintenance
techniques of lanitorial
equipment (vacuums.
buffers
extractors.
etc I
Resumes may
be sent to Kim Fleming
a
kflemingasullivan edu
or mailed to 3101
Bardstown
Road,
Louisville KY 40205
No phone calls please
•Part-time. home-based
Internet business Earn
$941 per month or
much more Flexible
hours Training provided No selling required
Free
details
WWW k738 com
•Training
SURPLUS
State training money is
Available Call to see if
you qualify
Heavy
Operator
Equipment
Training Employment
Assistance 1-866-2805836 www amhet com
American
Heavy
Equipment Training

INSTRUCTIONAL
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions decks
Hauling clean up junk.
Garage yards
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
ALL Carpentry
Framing
Additions.
Water &
Termite
Damage Larry Nimmo
227-0587
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE S PARTS
29_1 8726 OR
759-5534
V.i,furor,

‘SP1111.1.
Mitchell Itripi.
Pa% ing
754-05111
753-1537
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septa system gravel
Mute rock
436-2113
00aff 'Wet & Track
hoe
CARPENTER
753 9440
L Woods
NADEAU'S
Construction
boring <Nick •
•Vinyl siding .Ali
Horne Improvements
(270)171-2111
lcensedlnsurso
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
Howling Vinyl fences
7701527 '176
DECORATE
tor
Holidays
We hang tights ft ornaments
Outside I
Iniede Call for has
976-0140.
estimate
gni iitid;
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do an tee odo lobs
you dont have time
tor
Painting. siding roots
dick*
293 54311
TRENCHING
731 762.3951
731 336-52118

Murray

REAL ESTATE
•125 Acre Farm- FSBO
Turn Key poultry/ horse
and best operation near
Monticello, KY Quiet
and secluded. heimuthfarm corn
540-8679654
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
•CHERRY BLOSSOM
GOLF/COUNTRY
CLUB, Georgetown
Voted Cl public access
golf
course
by
GolfWeek Magazine
Join us for your next
round or outing
Call
502-570-9849
TRUCK DRIVERS

HELP WANTED
41

Driving
Truck
School Training for
Swift. Werner & others
Dedicated' Regional/
Local Approx S50.000$70.000 yearly Home
weekly'
1-800-8830171 Open 7 clays a
week
.Driver- 55K Sign-On
Bonus tor Experienced
Teams Dry Van & Temp
Control Solo lobs also
available Regional .5
OTR 0/0s & COL-A
Grads welcome Call
Covenant (866)6842519 POE
*Driver,
Guaranteed
Hometime, Company or
Lease purchase available. BC/BS. COLA
and 3 months experience required 800441-4271 ext KY-100
-DriverKnight
Transportation.
Indianapolis. IN Call &
Get qualified today Get
home weekly Daily pay.
great benefits. 401K/
Stock options
Call
Joyce or Rafael 888346-4639 Owner ops
800 • 4 3 7 - 5 90 7
wwwknighttrans corn
*Driver
Owner
Operators
ONLY
Regional Freight from
Louisville
$1 24pm
Average' Home often
.5 weekends
Plates
available NOT forced
dispatch Call Max at
TV' 1-800-511-0082
•Driver
SURPLUS
State training money is
Available Call to see if
you
qualify
CDL
Class-A & B Training
Employment
Assistance 1-866-2443644 www tatcdl com
Truck America Training
Drivers- We Have
Freight' 4 regional positions avail ASAP' COLA with tanker required
Premium pay & benefits Call 877-484-3061
now or visit www.oakleytransport corn

*Attend College Online
from home Medical
paralegal.
business,
computers, cnminal Iris
lice
Job placement •DRIVERS -DON'T
Financial MISS THIS Special
assistance
aid and computer pro- Sign-On Bonus 36-43
vided if qualified Cali cpm/S1 20pm.
$0
8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 Lease/Teams Needed
www Onlinetidewa• Class A • 3 months
recent OTR required
tertec,h COM
•Can You Dig It? Heavy 800-635-8669
Flatbed
equipment school 3av1n 'Regional
Dnvers NOW PAYING
training
program
40aniiew
Earn
Backhoes. bulldozers.
track hoes Local lob $50,000 PLUS 60,i,
slay(
Bonus, Home every
placement asst
digging dirt now 86E- weekend and 1•2 times
362-6497 or 888-707- per week.' Great benefits including 401K' 6
6886
mo at & Class-A COL
MEDICAL
recd Wabash Valley
•Atisolutely No cost to
Transportation.
Inc
you, All brand new
8 0 0 • 2 4 6 - 6,3 0 5
power
wheelchairs
avyew wvtordine corn
hospital
beds
and
scooters
Immediate
delivery Call Toll Free
OMNI
1-888998-4111 to qualify
TOTAL Nall Care
*Spa Pedicures

includes

massage

Chair

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
slump grinding. firewood Insured 489:839

-Spa Manicures
*Acrylics- pink & white
Professionally done by
Amy Curd Salon located al Tangles in
Masons Commons off
121 Bypass N Gift car
titicates 8. package
special For more information call 759 2369

• weckis A ,it' 1 rIt/
1
41.1p
,
• locally 11.nedloperated

293-2784

.
-5644
1314 • 22

All remodeling
No sob too small
Free estimates

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
Y—EARRY S
Free
Service
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tres
esti43E-

By MARILYNN
MARCHIONE
AP Medical Writer
About 62 million computerized tomography scans were done in the
Millions of Americans, espeUS last yew up from 3 Mllhofl in 1900 The radiation from the CT
cially children. are needlessly
scanner
Can be at least 20 limes greater than a chest or dental x-ray
getting dangerous radiation from
"super X-rays" that raise the risk
Computerised
tomography
of cancer and arc increasingly
scanner
used to diagnose medical problems, a Itew report warns.
In a few decades, AS many as
2 percent of all cancers in the
Motonzed
table for
United States might be due to
length
full
radiation from CT scans given
scan
now, according to the authors of
the report.
!Wane experts say that estimate is overly alarming. But
they agree with the need to curb
these tests particularly in children, who are more susceptible
to radiation and more likely to
develop cancer from it.
"There are some serious concerns about the methodology
Detectors
used.- hut the authors "have
brought to attention some real
Enawoo rs schematic
serious potential public health
issues." said Or, Arl Van Moore,
Typical organ radiation doses
head of the American College of
TYPE
ORGAN
IMILL1SIEVER1'S
Radiology's board of chancelDental radiography
Brain
0005
lors.
Lateral chest radiography
Lung
0.15
The risk from a single CT, or
Mammography
Breast
30
computed tomography, scan to
Adult abdominal CT
Stomach
10.0
an individual is small. But "we
Colon
Barium enema
ISO
arc very concerned about the
Neonatal aborting'CT
built-up public health nsk over a
Stomach
20.0
long period of time," said Eric J.
AP
Hall, who wrote the report with SOURCE the New England School or Medicine
tellow Columbia University
medical physicist. David J. put at risk. Brenner and Hall one doctor is not going to be
write.
aware of the fact that a particular
Brenner,
Ultrasound and MR1,or mag- patient has had three or four CT
lt was published in today's
netic
imaging,
resonance
scans
scans at some point in the past,"
New England Journal of
Medicine antYPaid for by feder- often are safer options that do said Dr. Michael Lauer, prevennot
expose
people
to
radiation,
tion
chief at the National Heart,
al grants.
Lung and Blood Institute.
The average American's total they contend.
CT
scans
became
popular
People
with chronic probradiation exposure has nearly
doubled since 1980. largely because they offer a quick, rela- lems like kidney stones are likebecause of CT scans. Medical tively cheap and painless way to ly to get too many scans, said
radiation now accounts for more get 3D pictures so detailed they Dr. Fred Mettler, radiology chief
than half of the population's give an almost surgical view in the New Mexico Veterans
total exposure; it used to be just into the body. Doctors use them Administration health care systo evaluate trauma, belly pain, tem.
one-sixth, and the top source
seizures, chronic headaches,
"I've seen people who are 30
was the normal background rate
kidney stones and other woes, years old who have had at least
Ill the environment, from things
especially in busy emergency 18 scans done," he said.
111,c radon in -eel and cosniic
rooms. In kids, they are used to
That puts them at risk of
energy from the sun.
A previous study by the same diagnose or rule out appendici- developing radiation-induced
cancer. Brenner and Hall said.
scientists in 2001 led the federal tis.
But they put out a lot of radi- They base this on studies of
hsoil and Drug Administration
ation. A Cl' scan of the chest thousands of Japanese atomic
to reconmiend ways to limit
involves 1(1 to 15 millisieverts(a bomb survivors who had excess
scans and risks in children.
But CT use continued to soar. measure of dose) versus 0.01 to cancer risk after exposures of 50
About 62 million scans were 0.15 for a regular chest X-ray, 3 to 150 millisieverts — the
done in the U.S. last year, up for a maminogram and a mere equivalent of several big CT
scans.
I rom 3 million in 1980. More 0.005 for a dental X-ray.
The dose depends on the type
"That's very controversial.
than 4 nollion were in children.
Since previous studies sug- of machine and the person — There's a large portion of the
gest that a third of all diagnostic obese people require more radi- medical physics community that
tests are unnecessary. that means atiowthan slim ones — and the would disagree with that" comthat 20 million adults and more risk accumulates over a lifetime. parison, said Richard Morin, a
"Medical care in this country medical physicist at the Mayo
than 1 million children getting
Cr scans are needlessly being is naturally so fragmented. Any Clinic in Jacksonville, Ha.

Increased radiation with 'super x-rays'

Horoscope
11A ITN
BIRTHDAY for
Fridn. Nos. 30. 2007:
Approach your life differently
this year. You have many aspirations and goals. make them realities. How you deal with different people could change dramatically. Take a stand and accept
responsibility. Aim for more of
what you want using meetings
and networking skills. If you are
single, you could meet the person of your dreiuns. Making this
bond work will require you to be
diligent. A fnendship plays a
role. If you are attached, if you
locus on a i:onitnon bond, the
two of you will grow and
es Ave. Count on VIRGO.
The Stars Shoo the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-1)yniunic:

4 Positi% e.
I Iiiths.ult

Average, 2-So-so,

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
* Brainstorm in the morning.
actualize in the p.m Reality
dawns Like it or not, you might

5 housetrained cats
looking tor good home
Up to date or' shots &
all have been spayed
ill (270)227-0871

If you decide you want to, you
can and will reverse gears You
have much more power than you
realize Tonight Play it calm

bon. Honor your strong feelings.
People might be tough to deal
with, but it's worth the effort.
Tonight Start the weekend well.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You feel more empowered

21)
**** Though plans might flow

as the day draws to a conclusion You might not be able to
back off your position or change
your direction as fast as you
would like For once, the triedand-true doesn't look like it's the
way to go Tonight Smile away

in the early part of the day, you
hit conflict upon conflict later in
the afternoon Claim your power
and don't let someone push you.
A negative moment or two might
result, but in the long run, you
are better off. Tonight. A must
appearance
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Work with one person
rather than many. Suddenly you
could get the results that you
have wanted for a long time
Your instincts serve you well as
you hop on the bandwagon and
make the right choice Think
carefully Tonight As hard as it
might be. take an overview.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Use the morning, when
others hear you better and have
much more to share You find
communication difficult at times
You want to take a stand Mull
over decisions in the afternoon,
when you'll feel better Tonight
Take a hint from Leo
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might be more visible than you have been in the
past Realize how many people
look to you for advice and three-

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
•*** Watch someone else
spend rather than spend yourself You will be much happier In
fact, nix much of what seems
frivolous, and at the end of
today, you might like what you
see Others venture toward you
Be open Tonight Hook up with
your pals

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Expenses might floor even
you right now How much of it
comes from your own irfestyle

want," and they expect fast

answers from doctors, he said.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others demand a lot

produce as much as you can. As
the day becomes late and you
seek out answers, you'll discover
or experience some disappointment. Be willing to go with the
flow. Tonight: Aim high.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Let others make
requests and give you answers.
Sometimes you come on a bit
too strong for certain people.
Think in terms of success.
Others seek you out, but you
might not like their implicit
demands. Tonight: Let go of any
sense of control over a situation.

BORN TODAY
Singer Billy Idol (1955), actor
Ben Stiller (1965), playwright.
director David Mamet (1947)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacque-

llneblgar.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

and, at first, you might want to

Turkey Re-visited
Hell thanksgiving Is over and
what are you going to do with
the leftovers? [bent is "turkey
Purple. Turkey has or many, many
sacindssichm. 51e have a few
extra recipes foe you to try.

conquer an issue or situation'
Tonight Still a force
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** You might be somewhat
slow this morning, but your
intennon certainly is communi-

cated by the end of the day You
act when you see red, to the dismay of a child, friend or cohort of
some type One fact is that you
do stand up for what you believe
Tonight Try playful

However, others defended
the data, which has been widely
cited in other radiation studies.
"It's the best evidence we've
got" on cancer risks, Lauer said.
Dr. Robert Smith, the
American Cancer Society's
director of screening, said the
authors' estimate that 2 percent
of future cancers may be due to
CT scans "seems high." But
since cancers take 10 to 20 years
to develop, "the ability to even
observe that kind of an increase
is going to be very difficult," he
said.
The authors stressed that they
were not Hying to scare people
who need CT scans away from
having them. In most cases, the
benefits exceed the risks, especially for diagnostic scans.
However, using the scans to
screen people with no symptoms
of illness — like screening
smokers for signs of lung cancer
— has not been shown to save
lives and is not currently recommended.
Many groups also condemn
whole-body scans, often peddled by private practitioners in
shopping centers as peace of
mind to the worried well. Many
of these centers are not accredited by the College of Radiology;
only a third of all places that do
CT scans in the U.S. are,
although insurers are starting to
require it for reimbursement,
Moore said.
Many CT centers also are set
up for adults and rarely image
children, who need adjustments
to limit dose and radiation risk,
said Dr. Alan Brody, a radiologist at Cincinnati Children's
Hospital Medical Center who
wrote a report on the topic. He
said parents should seek a center
that often handles children.
Both doctors and patients
need to be more aware of radiation risks and discuss them
openly. Brenner and Hall said.
"We were astonished to find,
when we were researching materials for this paper, how many
doctors, particularly emergency
room physicians, really had no
idea of the magnitude of the
doses or the potential risks that
were involved," Hall said.
Other studies found the opposite problem: Three out of 10
parents in one study insisted on
CT scans instead of observing
the child's condition for awhile
even after they were told of the
radiation risk, Brody said.
—This is what our patients

ba Jacqueline BIM
and preference tor the good life?

have to take some strong
actions Remember, you are an
action sign OK. now go off to

rock and roll it is obvious that
you might not have all the
answers You also might not
really care either YOU have gone
through enough and might want
to do a full retreat Tonight Just
tor you

ME'S JOBS

NEED HELP?

Study: CT scans raise cancer risk

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
•** Step back and let others

759-1151 • 293-27113

Handvman Services

Murray Ledger & "limes

Tried & True
Recipes
By Mn Mom Mark Anderson

TURKEV PASTA SALAD
By Reader
2 cups (non, uncooked dry
prone pasta
2 clips chopped leftover cooked
I cokes
cups broscoli florets
I medium chopped tomato
1 sup iacor shredded cheddar
cheese
8 11/2 cup) sliced green onions
h slices heated.chopped lully

cooked Axon
1/4 cup reduced tar rand) dressing
1/4 teasposo salt
I/R teaspoon ground black pepper
Cook pasta x,cordinir to package direction, Drain
nnsc nob sold water C'ombinc pasta, turkey, broccoli,
tomatoes cheese onions and hason in large howl Add
dressing ..alt and pepper hi, lightly Cover Refrigerate
at least 2 lloUrti. in until shilled
TIRKEI (j11,
-SADILI.A
By Jane Thomas Bagdo
2 flow to111112s
tatliCsr4,
011.
, rAntvzr S saute
4

tablespoons paled

Chetklai

2 tablespoons tenor..., stuffing
tablespoons cooked and chopped green beans
tablespions ,hopped cooked turkey
I tellap0011 shopped talapeno peppers
Vegetable oil c ooking sptas
Place I tortillas on sour hoard Spread I with eras
heir's saute and set aside Sprinkle the cheese over the
t•her t4W and crumble the stuffing on top Add the green

beans, turkey, and jalapeno peppers Pick up the first torand place it cranberry side down onto the filled one
Press gently but firmly to keep the guesadilla together
Spray a nonstick skillet with cooking spray and put
it over medium heat Place the quesadilla in the skillet
and cook until the bottom is lightly browned and the
cheese is melted. about 2 minutes flip the gues.idilla
and cook it on the other side for another 2 minutes
Slide it onto a cutting board. cut it into wedges, and
tilla

serve

TURKEY SHEPARDS PIE
By Mr. MOM
sups leftover turkey meat
I sup chopped ants,
cup chopped celery
I cup chopped onion
2 bay leave.
I teaspoon dried thyme
2 cum chicken broth
1/2 cup frozen green peas I or leftovers peas)
I 1/2 cups leftover mashed potatoes
Salt and pepper
Preheat osen to 400 degrees f.
In a large saucepan. combine turkey, carrots. celery
onion, bas leaves, and thyme Pour over chtcken
broth
and .et pan over high heat Bring to a boil Recluse
Last
10 medium and simmer
minutes, until liquid reduces
slightly Remove hay leaves Remove front heat and
Mir
in

peas

Transfer turkey mixture tit a deep-dish me MAW or
casserole dish placed on a baking sheet Spoon
mashed potatoes over top and, using the back of a spoon.
make an even layer
Place pie on a baking sheet and bake IS minute,,
until top is golden bream and filling is bubbly
shallow

Has my slaughter said 'That s a keeper' I want to
thank all of the readers tor then recipes that you have
emailed The nest issue has to do with deserty. so please
send us an email to mrtnommurrayethellsouth net or wnte
Mr MOM at Murray Ledger & Ternin
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10 years ago
Leana Lain. 8, student at
Southwest Elementary School, IS
pictured with the wood carving
by Bryan Warner display at the
Calloway County Public Library.
She submitted the name of "One
Wing, One Toe, Rainbow Eye
Jack" for the carving of the 86
names suggested by patrons of
the library.
Catherine Sivills, public relations coordinator of Home Care
Services of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, was speaker at
a meeting of Murray/Kentucky
Lake Chapter of AARP.
Murray State University Racers won 76-69 over Dayton in a
basketball game at Dayton, Ohio.
D'Ten Mayes was high scorer
for the Racers.

20 years ago
Amos McCarty Jr. has been
named "Realtor of the Year for
1987" by the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
Murray High School students
named to the National Honor Society for 1987 were Janet Haley,
Leslie Loberger. Debra Toth, Inne
Chu, Jennifer Rayburn, Cheryl
Billington. Lisa Rexroat, Marty
Scarbrough, Eric Baugher, Debbie Rutledge, Kristy Holrnan, Matt
Cohen, Melissa Clement, Laney
Howell, mark Miller. Eric Easley.
Jennifer Hanunat and Lon Payne.

ico. The two men were guests
of the Mexican Government and
the tour was coordinated by the
International Exchange School at
Salt Lake City, Utah.
441 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, president, and
Dr. Ray Mofield, assistant to the
president, of Murray State University looking over a scale model
of the new $4.3 million fine arts
building to be erected on the
campus.
Edward Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C.W. Jones, is now serving aboard the Aircraft Carrier
Shangn-La on the Mediterranean
Sea.
Published is a picture of Hess
Darnell and Porter Magrum with
the deer taken while they were
hunting.

SO years ago
Max B. Hurt, executive vice
president of Woodmen of the
World at Omaha, Neb., was the
speaker at the Family Night banquet held by WOW Camp 138
at Hazel High School.
Elected as officers of the Junior
Garden Department were Marion Belote, president. Margaret
Rose Bryan, vice president, Patty
Pasco, secretary; Jane Bryan and
Pamela Ross, telephone committee.

60 years ago

30 years ago
Betty Lowry was named as

Crass Furniture Company is
now open for business in the
1977 Citizen of the Year by the new building at Maple and South
Murray-Calloway County Cham- Third Streets. Their former locaber of Commerce at the annual tion was on North Fourth Street.
banquet. Her husband. Dr. C.C.
Dad's Night was observed by
Lowry, was the 1976 Citizen of the Hazel High School Unit of
the Year.
Parent-Teacher Association with
Joe Sills, band director and 1J.R. Taylor as master of cereinstrumental supervisor for Mur- monies.
ray City Schools, and Billy Dale
Rev. George Bell is serving
Outland. Murray Middle School as pastor of First Methodist
principal, have returned from a Church, Murray.
10-day orientation tour in Mex-

Good Samantans help woman
stranded in bad neighborhood
DEAR ABBY: I have been
reading the letters you pnnt
about acts of kindness and
want to tell you what happened to me. Three years ago,
when I was eight months pregnant with my first child, I was
driving to the University of
Houston's
gift
shop
when a tire
on my car
blew out.
It was a
hot Saturday
afternoon,
and the campus
was
nearly
deserted. No
one at the
By Abigail
gift
shop
Van Buren
would help
me out, so I made it to a gas
station on the edge of campus. It was located in an area
of town to which many people wouldn't travel alone.
As soon as I pulled in, a
man came to my window,
banged on it, and began shouting at me. Four other men
who had been washing windshields for spare change immediately surrounded my car and
shooed the first man away.
was nervous, but I got out,
and they let me through.
The gas station attendant
refused to come out to help
me. I tried calling my husband for help, but my cell phone
wasn't working. The same four
men assessed the situation and
offered to help me fill my tire,
but the tire was too damaged.

Todayhdlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 29,
the 333rd day of 2007. 'There are
32 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 29, 1963, President
Johnson named a commission headed by Chief Justice Earl Warren
to investigate the assassination of
President Kennedy.
On this date:
In 1530, Cardinal Thomas
Wolsey, one-time adviser to England's King Henry VIII, died.

13 A Eit

In 1864, a Colorado militia
killed at least 150 peaceful
Cheyenne Indians in the Sand
Creek Massacre.
In 1924, Italian composer Giacomo Puccini died in Brussels
before he could complete his opera
"Turandot." Ill was finished by
Franco Alfario.)
In 1947, the U.N. General
Assembly passed a resolution calling for the partitioning of the
British-mandated territory of Palestine between Arabs and Jews.

In 1961, Enos the chimp was
launched from Cape Canaveral
aboard the Mercury-Atlas V spacecraft, which orbited Earth twice
before returning.
In 1967, Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara announced
he was leaving the Johnson administration to become president of
the World Bank.
In 1981, actress Natalie Wood
drowned in a boating accident off
Santa Catalina Island, Calif., at
age 43.
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ACROSS

FCIFt BETTEF

1 Dent
5 Honey wine
9 — Lanka
12 Ph.D. exam
13 Dog-chow
brand
14 Like ialapenos
15 French Legion
headgear
16 Cracker brand
17 Pub pint
18 UK network
20 Far
from indifferent
22 White mineral
25 Ceilings
27 Floating flower
28 Place a wager
29 Strategy
33 Vintage
34 "Norma —"
35 Morn's
counterpart
36 Not sad
38 Belief
39 Slim down
40 Per capita
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
45 years old and had a hysterectomy three weeks ago. No
cancer was found in my ovaries,
but they were removed because
I am anemic and have low blood
formation.
The utertne
test
Caine
back positive for cancer, and the
organ was
removed. I
was told no
follow-up
was necessary. Do you
By
Dr. Peter Gott feel I need
a
second
opinion?
DEAR READER: Without
a doubt. At the very least, you
need testing to identify any
abnormal growths stemming
from your uterine cancer. Also,
you need regular follow-ups.
Ask your primary care physician to refer you to an oncologist (cancer specialist) for further testing and advice.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Vaginal Cancer and Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
read in your column that talc-

ins Benadryl PM as a sleep
aid is not safe.
I use Benadryl every night
with only dry mouth as a side
effect. Do these antihisuunines
block acetylcholine, a brain
chemical crucial to memory.
learning and concentration that
can lead to Alzheimer's disease? Is there another sleep
aid that is safer?
DEAR READER: Benadryl
is not always safe, and medical experts argue against its
use as a sleep aid. However,
many patients accept the rare
side effects of Benadryl. The
drug does not lead to
Alzheimer's disease, but memory loss can be an occasional consequence of extended
use.
The brain produces a naturally occurring chemical
known as melatonin, responsible for causing sleep during
the night or in darkness. When
the eyes — even though they
may be closed — make contact with light, the brain stops
the production of melatonin,
and we awaken. This is why
1 recommend turning off lights
and televisions when attempting to sleep. This product is
available over the counter and
simply jumpstarts melatonin
production in the brain. It is
probably one of the safest sleep
aids available. Speak to your
doctor to determine whether this
product is right for you.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
frustration that this expert — who
North-South vulnerable.
shall remain nameless — suffered
NORTH
against Sylvia. lie was West, defendK 10 84
ing against four spades, played by
•Q .1 92
Sylvia. Faced with a difficult choice,
•8 5
he elected to lead a diamond.
*9 6 3
This would not have been fatal,
WEST
EAST
since the defense could still have
4726
cashed four tricks later on. But
•A 8 6 5
•743
Sylvia came through with one of her
•K 10 7 2
*19643
patented plays that made her the talk
•AQ82
4
,K 10 5
of the club. When Fast played the
SOUTH
diamond jack on the opening lead.
•AQ.1953
Sylvia won the trick with the ace
•K 10
What caused her to play the ace
•A Q
instead of the queen is a mystery, but
40 74
the effect was that West naturally
The bidding:
assumed Last had the queen. So
South
West
North East
when Sylvia, alter drawing tramps,
I.
Dble
24
Pass
next played the king of hearts. West
4*
grabbed the ace and led a kiss diaOpening lead -- two of diamonds.
mond to last's(supposed)queen. I le
There was one member of the
was aiming for a club return through
club who found Sylvia to be his Sylvia's presumed king so that he
nemesis. Ile was a life Master many could SCOTT his AA)and set the contimes over, having won countless tract.
championships at every level of the
But Sylvia unexpectedly progame.
duced the queen of diamonds and
But his record with and against then discarded two clubs on
Sylvia did not bear out his reputa- dummy's hearts to rack up II tricks.
tion. for some unaccountable reason, Of course, had Sylvia won the openSylvia would perpetrate her most ter- ing lead with the queen. West would
rible errors when she was his partner, have had no choice, after taking the
and play her fiendish best when she ace of hearts, but to lead clubs in the
opposed him.
hope of finding his partner with the
Here is an example of the kind of king.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

Crosswords

on the

. e plate Of
Spoon
of a spoon.

They asked me for my spare,
but because the car was new
I had no idea where it was
located. Well, they found the
spare and had my tire fixed
in no time.
While they were working,
two of the men told me about
their lives, their grandkids, etc.
I felt horrible for having prejudged them simply because
the neighborhood they lived
in wasn't as affluent as my
own. Not one of them would
accept my offer of money. I
am grateful that God sent me
four unlikely guardian angels
that day. -- MICHELLE,
LEAGUE CITY, TEXAS
DEAR MICHELLE:Thank
you for pointing out that
although the crime rate may
be higher in lower income
neighborhoods, living in one
does not make anyone a criminal. We live in an increasingly diverse society today,
racially, ethnically and economically. To automatically
stereotype people because of
how they look, their regional
(or foreign) accent, the way
they dress or where they live
is not only a mistake, it is
also a sign of ignorance.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm only 16,
but I want to ask my parents
if I could start seeing a therapist. I feel like therapy would
be a step forward in relieving
the stress that depression has
been causing me.
My problem is approaching
my parents about it. I have
been depressed for months, but
admitting it to them would be
embarrassing. I'm afraid their
reaction will be anything but
understanding. Money is an
issue. We're not the richest
family, and my parents are
saving all the money they can
to put me and my siblings
through college.
1 feel that therapy would
be a worthwhile investment
for me and my future, but I'm
wondering how I can convince
my parents. Any ideas on how
to tackle this? -- SEARCHING FOR A SHRINK, PORTLAND, MAINE
DEAR
SEARCHING:
Because you have been suffering from depression that has
lasted more than a few weeks,
you should be seen by someone who can evaluate you. I'm
sorry you feel reluctant to discuss this with your parents
because depression can run in
families -- and they might not
be as surprised to hear it as
you think.
However, because you're
afraid their reaction will be negative, please discuss this with
your teacher or a school counselor who can intercede with
your parents and see that you
meet at least once with a psychotherapist.
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1947)

:cken broth
educe heat
aid reduces
at and stir

Hysterectomy
needs follow-up

Man Cavre 11-21

PEANUTS0

42 Is suspicious
43 Change a bill
46 Loud noise
47 Happy hour
site
48 Construct
51 Whaler
of fiction
55 Carry
56 Elvis, to some
57 Ephron of
"You've Got
Mail"
58 Subway opposites
59 Do perfectly
60 Skillful

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5

— choy
Suffix for forted
Carpet pile
Insincerely
Antony the

Roman
6 Cotton gin
name
7 Pertinent

Answer to Previous Puzzle
NICE
POEM
MIMI
ATON
APSO
11:1111
PIMUG GIUS HC A R T
A L PCIC Al2 AR
GAL
FlOGEMI
ALLEY ORR
CUED
FAY
ARIA
DAN
PIG
INEPT
CUTLET
HAT
AS
PINIEOLE
SHOPTALK
EBON
HAM. EPEE
MIDI
EYE
R 1:413D
SE
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8 Nodded oft
9 Chase flies
10 Butler, to
Gable
11 Route
for Ben-Hur

MEM MOM WM
MEM MUM WM
MEM MEM MEM
MOM 61.1111
MEM= MOM
MI= WIMM ddild
MEM MOM MEM
MOM AIM MUM
MEM MOMMII
MEM= MI
MEM MEM. MEM
MINI MEM MI=
AMM MOM AM=

19 Vol
21 Deadly snake
22 Drain problem
23 Knoll
24 Swit co-star
25 Pet shop buy
26 Gossip tidbit
28 — -a-brac
30 "Star Wars"
princess
31 Declare
32 Earns as profit
37 Lair
39 Insist on
41 Mgmt
42 Note after mi
43 Equal to the
task
44 Claw badly
45 Joule tractions
46 Round starter
49 Nabokov
novel
50 Garden-pond
fish
52 Clod buster
53 Kennel sound
54 Cave dweller
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Limited Time Special Lease!
4-Door Sedan Model #2532

PER MONTH

Limited Time Special Lease!
4x2 4-Door Model #6946

WELL EQUIPPED!

JUST ANNOUNCED

36 month lease
$2,199 due at signing

36 month lease
$2,499 due at signing

Excluders state IL local taxies, tags. rogistratton & title and insurance
r4T-TATIY dePOsit *owed subleCt to approved credit through TFS/TIT • new I PLUS only.

PER MONTH

Excludes state & local taxes. tags. registration & tide and Insurance.
Security deposit waived subylict to approved credit ttwough IFSITLT - Tier I PLUS only.

NEW '07 TUNDRA

NEW '07 4RUNNER
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FINANCING UP TO

FINANCING UP TO

60 MONTHS!

60 MONTHS!

.60 monthly payments of $1667 per 1I.000 baIOded

CASH BACK!'

.80 monthly payments or 81647 per $1,000 borrowed
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Vehicle photos are for Illustration purposes only.
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!
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buyatoyota.com
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